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A coherent pattern of subglacial landforms in southeast Alberta fonn an erosiond

Iandform continuum. Scoured bedrock tracts, flutes and transverse bedfoms may have
been produced by turbulent, subgiacial sheet flows during the Livingstone Lake flood
event.

Tunnel channels are int-reted

as products of erosion by catastrophic,

channelised -drainage beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet

Transverse bedfoms are

interpreted as bedrock ridges modified by erosion beneath stationary waves in subglacial
meltwater flows and are identical to antidunes produced by rivers. A onedimensional
hydraulic mode1 of subglacial flow through the m u e l channel network calculates the
discharge, velocity and Reynolds Nurnbers required for Bow through channels with
convex-up long profiles. Flow will occur when hydraulic head exceeds 910 m to 950 m,
for the Lost River and Sage Creek channels, respectively. Maximum discharge that can
be carried by the network is 10' m3s-'. The conclusions of this study provide further
evidence for a meltwater origin for many subglacial landfoms observed in Alberta and
elsewhere.

DEM of the Cypress HUS-Foremostregion of southeast Alberta.
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Aims

The study of subglacial geomorphology is a major focus of glacial and
glaciological research. However, there is no consensus as to the processes responsibie for
producing the observeci diversity of subglacial landfonns (c.f., Menzies and Rose, 1989;
Dardis and McCabe, 1994; Piotrowski, 1997). Generally, subglacial landforms have been
interpreted as products of glaciotectonic deformation of the substrate (e-g., Boulton, 1979,
1987; Boyce and Eyles, 1991; Benn, 1994a; Hart, 1995a, 1997; Eklund and Hart, 1996)

or produced by subglacial meltwater processes (e.g., Shaw, 1983, 1996; Shaw et al.,
1989; Kor et al., 1991; Rains et al., 1993; Brennand, 1994; Brennand and Shaw, 1994;

Sjogren and Rains, 1995; Shaw et al., 1996; M u m and Shaw, 1997). These hypotheses
invoke very different processes to explain common morphological features.

The

processes have broad implications for ice sheet dynamics and are fundamental to our
understanding of ice response to climate change.
The principal aim of this research is to investigate the subglacial landscape of a
region in southeast Alberta and determine the processes that produced the landform
assemblage. The study area is located towards the maximum southwestern position of
the Laurentide Ice Sheet at circa. 18 ka BP and, hence, records landscape development in
a sub-marginal setting. Aiso, the field area foms part of the proposed Livingstone Lake
flood path (Rains et al., 1993) a n 4 if the meltwater hypothesis is correct, then
floodwaters must have crossed southeast Alberta. Therefore, both the bed deformation

and meltwater hypotheses for subglacial landscape development can be tested within the
field area and the ongui of the landform assemblage detennined. The ultimate aims of
the research are to:

1) Develop a generaiised model of subglacial processes for southeast Alberta,
2) Evaluate the existing models of subgiacial landfonn evolution,
3) Develop a one-dimensional, hydraulic model of flow through a tunnel channel

network in southeast Alberta

Rationale of study

There has been recent interest in modelling past and present ice sheets with a view
to understanding Quatemary climate change (e-g., Huybrechts, 1990; Huybrechts et al.,
1991; Boulton et ai., 1995; Huybrechts and T'Siobeil, 1995; Marshall et al., 1996).
Landforms are generally used as ice flow indicaton and for reconstructing the extent,
profile and hydrology of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (e.g., Dyke and Prest, l987a; Boulton

and Clark, 199Ob; Clark 1993). Hence, a correct interpretation of the geomorphology is
essential to the mode1 assurnptions.
However, the two main theories proposed for subglacial landscape development
irnply dominance of quite différent processes in the subglacial environment. With regard
to the theoretical bais of glacial geomorphology, Shaw (1996, p. 183) notes, ''The
actudistic approach has been most influentid in recent years. In its most conservative
fom, actualism holds that only processes that are observed directly give acceptable
explanations".

However, we cannot directly observe the processes which produced

subglaciai landfoms beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet and modem glaciers may not be
suitable analogues for Laurentide processes.

Geomorphology is, by definition, a

deductive science where past forms can only be approached by fantasy and induction
unless forma1 mathematics can be applied to the problem. Therefore, observations of
landforms in deglaciated areas provide the main approach for determùiing the subglacial
processes of past ice sheets. Thus, it is necessary to M e r investigate subglacial

geomorphology to gain a better understanding of how ice sheets and glaciers operate.

Study Area

The study area is located south and southwest of the Cypress Hills in southeast
Alberta, and borders Saskatchewan to the east and Montana to the south (Figs. 1-1, 1-2).

It lies within the limit of the Late Wisconsinan glaciation (e.g., Dyke and Prest, 1987a. b).
The study area straddles the preglacial drainage divide that separates northeasterly
drainage into Hudson Bay and the Beaufort Sea from southerly drainage into the
Mississippi system and the Gulf of Mexico. Modem drainage in the area has been

AthabascaiRiver

North Saskatchewan River

/

\

/'
/'

,/

, / G d Deer

\
,

-,.- J

Red Deer Rivcr

Figure 1-1. Map of Alberta, Canada, showing the location of the study area in
southeast Alberta in relationto major cities and rivers in the province.

modified by glaciation (Westgate, 1968) with the M i k Riva now draining across the
preglacial divide.
The area comprises a gentIy unddating relief with a number of major coulees

dissecting the region. Pakowki Lake, to the northwest of the preglacial divide, fonns an
interna1 drainage basin representing the lowest point in the region. Maximum elevations
are found on the Cypress Hills and the Sweet Grass Hills which were partly nunataks
during the Late Wisconshan glaciation where maximum ice thickness locally was
approximateky 500 m (Stakr, 1965; Catto, 1983).

Bedrock Geology
Earlier work on the bedrock geology of the study area was reviewed by Westgate
(1968). Apart fiom the Tertiary conglomerate and sandstone of the Cypress Hills,

exposed bedrock in the study area comprises Late Cretaceous sandstone and shale, with
minor bentonite layers (Table I- L ;Fig. 1-3). It is poorly lithified and fiable. Hence. the
fine-grained glacial deposits mainly reflect local bedrock sources, although they contain
Shield enatics, indicative of Laurentide glaciation (Bayrock, 1962; Westgate, 1968). The
maxine bedrock, where it is close to the surface, results in solonetzic soils (e-g., Rains er
al., 1993).

The southem Alberta Plains are situated on a broad, northerly plunging anticline
known as the Sweet Grass Arch (Westgate, 1968). In the study area, which lies to the
east of the fold axis, beds dip to the east and northeast. Some minor structural control of
the surficial geology is noted by Westgate (1968).

Surficial Geology
The established surficial geology of southeast Alberta identifies a range of glacial

and deglacial landfoms interpreted as evidence for multiple glacial events in the region
(Fig. 1-4; Westgate, 1968; Kuiig, 1996). Identification of end moraine sequences based

on existing theories of landfonn deveiopment leads to these conclusions.
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Table 1- 1. Bedrock exposed at the surface in southeast Alberta (modified from Westgate,
1968, p. 10).
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Figure 1-3. Bedrock geology map of southeast Alberta showing major formations
exposed at the surface. Units are Cretaceous and Tehary in age (modified fiom
Westgate, 1968, Fig. 4).
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t igure 1-4. Surticiai geoiog map of southeast AIberta showing major
Iandforms and drift sheets associated with early studies of the glacial
geomorphology in the region (modified fiom Shetsen. 1987). Scale 1 :500.000.

The surficial geology of the Foremost-Cypress Hills region of Alberta was fim
documented by Dawson (1885) in which he noted the extent to which glaciation modified
the preglacial laudscape. This early work advocated that a 'glacial sea' was responsible
for the observed l d o r m s . Later workers advocated erosion and deposition fiom a
'Glacial Ice Sheet' (e-g., Dow-

1917; Alden. 1924; Williams, 1929; Williams and

Dyer, 1930). These later researchers described the distribution of ice-marginal channels
and glacial landforms. More detailed analyses of glacial features were conducted by
Johnston and Wickenden (1931), who delineated moraines and glacial lake deposits in
southem Saskatchewan and Alberta that became progressively younger to the northeast
and had a northwest-southeast trend. Wickenden (1937) also observed a major end
moraine sequence that was later correlated with the Lethbridge moraine of Stalker (1977).

The most detailed investigation of this region was conducted by Westgate (1964,
1968) Mth reinterpretation by Kulig (1996). Westgate (1968) identified various glacial
landforms and interpreted them as evidence of five glacial advances into the study area
g

. 1 ) . Westgate (1968) identified extensive areas of ground moraine and hummocky

terrain of various relief', flutes, eskers, meltwater channels, thnist ndges, and minor
transverse ridges.

Surficial sediments include lodgement till, melt-out till, ice-

disintegration sediment and glacial lake deposits.

The earliest event identified by

Westgate (1968) is an Early Wisconsinan advance extending into Montana. Subsequent
advances occurred during the Late Wisconsinan but were less extensive. Landforms and
sediments in southeast Alberta occurred in a predominately depositional environment.

Major meltwater channels dissecting the region were interpreted as proglacial or icemarginal channels which formed during deglaciation (Westgate, 1968).
Kulig (1996) reinterpreted the glacial stratigraphy and geomorphology in
southeast Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan, and proposed a 5-stage sequence in the
region (Fig. 1-6). In cornparison to earlier researchers, Kulig (1996) did not identiS any
deposits of pre-Late Wisconsinan age.

Kulig (1996) used drift sheets and inferred

moraine limits to delineate multiple Late Wisconsinan glacial evmts in southeast Alberta.
Thus, the conventional interpretations of glacial stratigraphy and history of the
study area invoke multiple glacial events, separated by complete or partial deglaciation,

\

ALBERTA

SASKATCHEWAN

Figure 1-6. Reconstructed ice margins for multiple Late Wisconsinan glacial advances in southeast Alberta
(modifkd fiom Kulig, 1996, Eg. 3). Legend - 1 . Underahl advance; 2. Middle Creek advance; 3. Altawan
advance; 4. Pakowki advance; 5. Etzikom advance.

with ice stagnation becorning more important between younger glacial episodes.
However, ment studies have shown that the Western Plains were subject to a single, Late
Wisconsinan glaciation (e-g., Livennan et al., 1989; Young et aL, 1994; Jackson et ai.,
1996), and not to multiple glaciations. The Late Wisconsinan, Laurentide Ice Sheet
reached southern Montana during glacial maximum and did not tenninate at the
Lethbridge moraine as previously supposai (c-t, Stalker, 1977; Dyke and Prest. 1987;
Christiansen and Sauer, 1988; Kulig, 1996).
However, the glacial stratigraphy of the study area is unimportant for this

panicular study and it is provided here o d y for completeness. Field observations are at
odds with widespread glacial deposition, instead refiecting an erosional, subglacial
environment formed during the Late Wisconsinan glacial "maximum" and pnor to
widespread deglaciation of the region. Also, recent work has shown that traditional
hypotheses for landform development may not adequately explain al1 glaciai landform
assemblages in Alberta (e-g., Rains et al., 1993; Sjogren and Rains, 1995; Shaw. 1996;
Munro and Shaw, 1997). Thus, previous interpretations of the glacial landscape in
southeast Alberta should be re-evduated. This study aims to detemine the ongin for the
glacial landform assemblage obsenred in southeast Alberta and is independent of
previous studies in the region.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ORIGIN O F SUBGLACIAL LANDFORMS IN SOUTHEAST

ALBERTA, CANADA
Introduction
Boulton (1986) advocated "a paradigm shifi in glaciology" (p.18) whereby
subglacial deformation could explain glacier dynamics and landform associations.
However, recent research in Alberta and elsewhere in Canada by Shaw and CO-workers
challenges thjs assertion. There is no consensus on the ongin of subglacial landforms
(e-g., Menzies and Rose, 1989; Dardis and McCabe, 1994; Piotrowski, 1997). The two

main competing hypotheses explaining subglacial landforms are: 1) the bed deformation
hypothesis (e-g., Boulton, 1974, 1987, 1996a; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). and 2) the
meltwater hypothesis (e.g., Shaw, 1983, 1996; Shaw et al., 1989). Sound interpretations
of subglacial processes as obtained from landform shidies have implications for glacier
dynamics and ice sheet morphology (e-g., Boulton and Jones, 1979; Alley et aL, 1986;
Shoemaker, 1991, 1992%b; Boulton et ai., 1995b), and subglacial hydrology and thermal
regime (Boulton and Dobbie, 1993; Walder and Fowler, 1994; Boulton and Caban. 1995;
Boulton et al., 1995b). These hypotheses are discussed below.
Studies by Boulton (1979), Alley et al., (1986), Boulton and Hindmarsh (1987)

and Clarke (1987) have shown that where glacially induced shear stresses deform
sediment at the ice bed there is a resulting increase in ice velocity. Such sediment
defornation is known as subglacial glaciotectonic deformation (Hart and Boulton, 1991).
Identification of subglacially defomed sediment leads to connections between landforms,
subglacial deformation processes and zones of fast glacier movement (e.g., Boulton and
Clark, 1990a, b; C.D.Clark, 1993; P.U.Clark, 1994; Evans, 1996).
Direct observations of subglacial deformation were made by Boulton and

CO-

workers at Breidamerkujokull, Iceland (e.g., Boulton, 1974; Boulton and Jones, 1979;
Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). Segmented dowels placed in subglacial sediments were
displaced by strain within the sediment, and calculations show that this deformation
accounted for 80-95 % of glacier motion (Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987).

Other

examples of in sini defomation of subglacial sodiments have been obtained for Trapndge
Glacier, Yukon, and Storglaciiiren, Sweden (Blake et al., 1992; Iverson et al., 1995).
The deformation of subglacial sediments is primarily controlled by the strength of
the material as determined by Coulomb's law. Provided that there is a &ee drainage
system, sediments with high permeability and porosity allow water to drain quickly, thus,
rnaintaining sediment strength and limiting deformation. Sediment with low effective
pressure has reduced strength and is more conducive to deformation. Bed defomation
causes erosion, when immobile sediment beneath the base of the deforming layer is set in
motion. Deposition occurs when al1 or some of the defomiing layer cornes to rest (Alley,
1989; Hart and Boulton, 1991;Hart, 1995a; Boulton, 1996a).
Studies suggest that deformed sediment is expected where a glacier has moved
over a soft bed (Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). However, the destruction of primary
structures in highly strained sediment makes identification of deformation tills
problematic (Boulton, 1987; Hart et al., 1990). Thus, similar deposits may be identified
as deformation tills (Boulton and Jones, 1979; Alley, 1991; Hicock and Dreimanis,
1992a), or melt-out tiils (Clayton et al., 1989; Mickelson et al., 1992; Ronnert and
Mickelson, 1992).

Grain-size and clast-fabric analyses are cornrnonly used in till

identification (Dowdeswell and Sharp, 1986).

However, grain-size distribution in

defomation tills can differ dramatically (Benn, 1995, l996a; Hooke and Ivenon, 1995)
while ~ 1 sa-axis
t
fabncs can Vary in orientation from strong to weak (Dowdeswell and
Sharp, 1986; Benn, 1994b, 1995; Hart, 1994).

The difficulty of deformation till

identification based on accepted criteria, leads to concerns over misidentification of
sediment and subsequent misinterpretation of process.
Despite difficulties in identification, deformed sediments have been observed in
many subglacial Iandfonns. Most emphasis has been placed on the implication of these

sediments for the ongin of drumlins.

Observations of deformed sediments within

dnunlins has led to the conclusion that they, too, are products of subglacial glaciotectonic
deformation (Hart, 1997). Figure 2-1 (Boulton, 1987) shows the evolution of dnimlins
involving deformation processes.

Similarly, Hart (1997) identifies three types of

dnunlins; erosional, deformational, and depositional foms, (Fig. 2-2) that represent a
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Figure 2- 1. Drumiinformation showing intemal stnictures and distribution
patterns according to the bed deformaton hypothesis ( h m Bodton, 1987,
Fig. 27).
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continuum of bed defornation, where local factors determine whether sediment is being
removed or deposited.
From direct observation of deformed sediments in dnimlins, some workers have
detennined that drumlins and other strearnlùied features are evidence of fast moving
glacier ice (e.g., Bouiton and Clark, 1990%b; CD.Clark, 1993; P.U.Clark, 1994; Evans,
1996). This assertion is linked to observations of defoming layers beneath Ice Stream B,
Antarctica, and Columbia Glacier, Alaska, where glacier velocities are in excess of 800
myr-' and 4 kmyf', respectively (Alley et al., 1986, 1987% b; Blankenship et aL, 1986,
1987; Krimmel and Vaughn, 1987; Whillans et al., 1987; Humphrey et al., 1993;

Whillans and van der Veen. 1995). However, it is not known if basal motion is solely
due to bed deformation or if sliding is also significant (e.g., Iverson et a l , 1995). Studies
have suggested that flutes may be fonning on bedrock beneath the deforming layer at Ice
Stream B (Alley et al., 1986). However, no direct observations have been made, and it is
unclear whether till deformation is the eroding mechanism. Nor, is it clear that these
types of subtil1 foms forming on the bedrock surface will create landforms following
deglaciation.
In addition, the shapes of dnimlin fields may be transverse or longitudinal.
Transverse fields may have fonned behind former ice m e n s , while longitudinal fields
may represent the paths of former ice streams or glacier lobes (e-g., Wright, 1957, 1962;
Rose and Letzer, 1977; Jones, 1982; Piotrowski and Smalley, 1987; Rose, 198%; Dyke

and Moms, 1988; Goldstein, 1989; Patterson and Hooke, 1996). It is important to note,
however, that with the exception of small flutes in fiont of modem glaciers, no drumlins

have been directly observed during formation.

Consequently, the bed deformation

hypothesis is based largely on circular arguments: suggestions that ice streams may move
by bed deformation and observations of deformed sediments in some dnimlins lead to the
conclusion that dnimlins are fomed by ice streams.
Despite observations of bed defornation processes beneath modern glaciers, and
the occurrence of defonned sediments within landfoxms, the relative importance of this
process for landforin genesis remains unclear.

Landforrns that are morphologically

similar to dnimlins and flutes also contain undisturbed fluvial sediments (e.g., Dardis and

Figure 2-2. Three theoreticai types of drumlins producecl by bed
deformation - a) depositional, b) erosional, and 3) deformational (modif?ed
b m Hart, 1997,Fig. 2). Ice flow fromnghtto left.

McCabe, 1983, 1987; Shaw, 1983; Shaw and Kvill, 1984; Hanvey, 1987, 1989; McCabe

and Dardis, 1989, 1994; Dardis and Hanvey, 1994) and intact bedrock (e.g., Shaw and
Sharpe, 1987; Shaw et aL , 1989). Thus, some "dnunlins" cannot be easily explained by
the bed deformation hypothesis. Subglacial processes invoked firom field studies shouid

explain al1 characteristics of a landform includùig morphology, sedirnentology and
stratipphy .
The main alternative theory to the bed defomation hypothesis is the rneltwater

hypothesis (e.g., Shaw, 1983, 1996). The basic premise of this hypothesis is that

turbulent, subglacial sheet flows create erosional and depositional d m l i n types and an
array of associated landforms (Fig. 2-3; e.g., Shaw, 1983, 1988; Shaw and Kvill, 1984;
Shaw and Sharpe, 1987; Sharpe and Shaw, 1989; Shaw et ai., 1989; Kor et al., 1991;
Fisher and Shaw, 1992; Rains et al., 1993; Brennand, 1994; Brennand and Shaw, 1994;
Sjogren and Rains, 1995; Grant, 1997; Munro and Shaw, 1997; Sawagaki and Hirakawa.
1997).
Small-scale imagery of Alberta and northern Saskatchewan reveals broad tracts of
eroded bedrock that strongly resemble an anastomosing river system, although their
physical scaies are very different. This system connects northern Alberta with the study
area in southeast Alberta (Fig. 2-4). Coherent fields of landforms up to 100 km wide
have been documented (Fig. 2-5; e.g., Shaw, 1983; Shaw and Kvill, 1984; Shaw et a[.,
1989; Rains et a l , 1993; Shaw et al., 1W6), and suggest contemporaneous formation by
sheet flows operating beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet. Such observations at a variety of
scales have suggested that erosion occurred as a result of meltwater storage and
subsequent "catastrophic" release as large meltwater sheets.
Coherent landform assemblages are often dissected by tunnel channels and
overlain by eskers, which are held to represent the eventual concentration of sheet flow

into, first, large channels and, then, smaller subglacial conduits (e.g., Brennand and Shaw,
1994).

lnherent instability within broad sheet flows leads to this progressive

channelisation of flow (Shoemaker, 1992% b; Brennand and Shaw, 1994; Sjogren and
Rains, 1995). While Walder (1982) argued that sheet flows are unstable, his analysis was
concemed with non-turbulent flow, where "water flow is steady, one-dimensional, and

2. Süeamlined drumlin stage

Flow and iandfomis

Figure 2-3. Observations and hterprebtions for the formation of selected subglacial
lmdforms describingerosional and depositional landforms ( h mShaw et al., 1996, Fig.
1)-
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Figure 2-4. Map showing main wmponents of subglacial landfom
assemblages associated with sheet flow erosion by the Livingstone Lake
flood event, central and southem Aiberta (modifieci fiom Rains et al., 1993,
Fig. 2).

Figure 2-5. Depositional and erosional dnimlh types formed by subglacial
meltwater processes: a) parabolic and spindle dnunlllis at Livingstone Lake,
norih Saskatchewan produced by deposition in subglacial cavities (fiom
Shaw, 1996, Fig. 7.30a); b) Classical drumlin types eroded by subglacial
meltwater and left as remnants, Beverly Lake,NWT (fiom Shaw, 1996, Fig.
7.29).

parallel to ice f10w7' (p. 275). In contrast, subglacial meltwater flows were most likely
highly transient (Shaw, 1996). Shoemaker (1Wîa, 1994) showed that flow in an outburst
flood is best explallied as a two-phase event with a lamina phase followed by a turbulent

phase. Providing the surface slope of the ice sheet is less than 3x1(Yi, the sheet flow
remains quasi-stable, allowing it to becorne turbulent, at which stage landfonns rnay be
produced (Shoemaker, 1991). The fiction factor decreases less rapidly in W u l e n t flow
than in laminar flow and, hence, although sheet flow in subglacial meltwater is uiherently
unstable, where the ice surface slope is small, sheet flows cm theoretically exist to a
depth of 100 m for a duration of weeks (Shoemaker, 1991).

Decreasing discharge over t h e Ieads to flow being concentrated in pre-existing
charnels, or new channels scoured during the waning flow stage (Brennand and Shaw,
1994). Thus, while some workers argue that sheet flows are unstable and could not have
produced the observed landforms, such flow instability is recorded by sequences of
subglacial landfoms, reflecting both sheet and channelised flow.
Another major question asked of the meltwater hypothesis is the meltwater
source. Estimated discharges for the Livingstone Lake event (6x1O7 m3s"), are based on a

mean velocity of 10 ms-', an average flow depth of 40 rn and a minimum flow width of
150 km (Shaw, 1996). The total volume of rneltwater required is 8 . 4 1~0" lan3 (Shaw et
al., 1989; Shaw, 1996), although Shoemaker (1991) suggested that abrasion may

considerably reduce this estimate. The difficulty of accounting for a meltwater source
should not automatically discredit the hypothesis, in the way that Bretz's flood
hypothesis was opposed because for a t h e he did not know the source of the Scabland
Flood (Bretz, 1969). The evidence presented to support a meltwater origin for subglacial
landfoms is taken here as evidence that such a reservoir must have existed (Shaw, 1996).
One possible meltwater source is a large supraglacial lake situated on an ice sheet
with a very Iow surface gradient (Shaw, 1996). A nearly flat ice sheet profile may be the

product of surging, possibly by bed deformation (Boulton el al., 1985; Clayton et al.,
1985, 1989; Fisher et a l , 1985; MacAyeal, 1993b; Marshall et al., 1996) and in
combination with a wanning climate, would extend the ablation zone over a lzrge
proportion of the ice sheet. Small, supraglacial lakes are observed on modem glaciers

with low-angle profiles (e-g., Mellor and McKinnon, 1960; Echelmeyer and Harrison,
1990; Russell, 1993),and there is no physical reason why large lakes could not fom. If

such a supraglacial lake comected abruptly with the bed then the related high hydraulic
head may have been sufncient to drive meltwater beneath the ice sheet.
Field evidence in Alberta suggests an alternate source for this meltwater.
Complex lacustrine and till sequences in hummocky terrain at McGregor Lake, Alberta,
are thought to have resulted fkom repeated infill and drainage of a subglacial lake located

in the preglacial Bow River valley (Mm-Stasiuk, submitted). Reglacial valleys in
Alberta are broad and shallow and provide nahual depressions in the landscape. These
depressions would have provided sites for subglacial meltwater resentoirs.

Large

volumes of subglacial meltwater could have been stored in preglacial valleys, other
n a W depressions, and even over higher ground beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet in
Alberta (Munro-Stasiuk, submitted). It is unclear what might trigger the catastrophic
release of these subglacial Mes, but it is possible that a trigger may occur at the ice
rnargin. Alternativeiy, a trigger towards the ice sheet centre, causing a sudden connection
of a large supraglacial lake with the bed, may best explain the distribution of proposed
flood paths (Shaw, 1996).
The source of subglacial meltwater capable of the geomorphic work required by
the meltwater hypothesis is an important consideration. However, this hypothesis should
not be rejected solely because little is h o w n about the meltwater reservoir.

Benn and Evans (1998, p. 446) referred to the meltwater hypothesis as "an
example of an unf'sifiable hypothesis: no matter what the evidence, a way c m be found
to explain it in terms of the flood. As such, it is not a testable scientific theory, but a
body of ideas that could conceivably have produced drumlins, Rogen moraine and other
landforms." Although, as is the case with all landforms of past ice sheets, there are no
actudistic observations, the meltwater hypothesis cannot be so readily discounteci.
Subgiacial lakes have been identified beneath the East Antarctic ice sheet (Oswald and
Robin, 1973; Cudlip and Mchtyre, 1987; Ellis-Evans and Wynn-Williams, 1996;Kapitsa
et al., 1SM),though they are

in rock basins and rmlikely to drain catastrophically. The

recent jokulhlaup fiom Vahiajlikull, Iceland, was one of the largest observed and may
27

provide a study site for friture subglacial, morphological and sedimentary investigations.
Indeed, evidence for jokuihlaups occurring h m beneath modem glaciers and ice sheets
may be applied to Pleistocene landscapes to support the role of meltwater in their
evolution (Clarke, 1986).
It is also suggested that the megdood hypothesis "relies on f o m analogies and
largely untested numerical modelling" (Benn and Evans, 1998, p. 448). Fom analogy is
the basis of the science of geomorphology whereby landform identification is largely
based on morphological criteria

Such identification then allows processes to be

interpreted h m analogous forms. Identification of dnimlins is, in the fim instance,

based on qualitative recognition of f o m and pattern.

Subsequently, cornparison of

internal structural relationships with the external f o m may be used to test hypotheses.
Such observations are used to discriminate between erosional and depositional drumlins,
and to suggest details of drurnlin formation. However, the identification of features by
purely descriptive terminology, e.g., drumlin or flute, has often been extended to imply
process and, therefore, genesis. This has generated some misunderstanding within glacial
geomorphology where it is essential to separate observation fkom interpretation.
Nonetheless, b o t . the subglacial deformation and the m e h a t e r hypotheses are ultimately
tested against field evidence. If one of these hypotheses is untestable, so too is the oîher.
Numerical modelling of unsteady, turbulent sheet flow is complex and has not yet
been attempted for dnimlin formation. However, the processes within turbulent fiow are
well understood qualitatively. Concepts of fluid dynamics (e.g., Yalin, 1972; Allen,
1982) can be applied to such qualitative models to better understand the morphology,

internal srnichire and patterns of many subglacial landfoms.

The explanation of

landform evolution using accepted fluid dynamic principles places the meltwater
hypothesis on a strong empincal and theoretical foundation. The meltwater hypothesis is,
therefore, grounded in physics and hydraulic theory, by which it is 'falsifiable', and the
hypothesis has already been tested against theoretical expectations (e.g., Shaw er al.,
1989; Shoemaker, 199%; Pollard et al., 1996; Szilder et al., submitted).

Geomorphology

Hill-shaded digital elevation models @EMS) of southeast Alberta illustrate a
complex subglacial landscape (Figs. 2-6, 2-7) which was studied by air photo analysis

and field work to uivestigate the origin of the glacial landscape in the region. Westgate
(1968) and Kulig (1996) reconsmcted glacial environments fkom observations of ground
and humrnocky moraine, flutes, eskers, glaciotectonic ridges, and meltwater channels.

Surticid sediments were inferred to include lodgement till, ice-disintegration sediment,
and glaciolacustrine deposits. The suite of landforms was interpreted by Westgate and
Kulig as evidence for multiple advance and retreat cycles of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. It
has since been established that there was only a single glaciation, the Late Wisconsinan,
of the western part of the Alberta Plains (e.g., Christianxn and Sauer, 1988; Liverman et
ai., 1989; Young et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 1996). Thus, the age and origin of the

glacial landscape of southeast Alberta is open to question, but probably fomed during
Late Wisconsinan time.
Research in Alberta and elsewhere has shown that rnany subglacial landforms
may be explained by predominately erosional, subglacial meltwater processes (e-g.,
Shaw, 1983; Shaw et al., 1989; Rains et al., 1993; Sjogren and Rains. 1995; Shaw. 1996;
Shaw el aï., 1996; Munro and Shaw, 1997). The subglacial landscape of southeast
Alberta is approached here in light of that new research.

Description

A northwest to southeast tract of eroded, Late Cretaceous bedrock characterises

much of the sîudy area (Figs. 2-6, 2-7). The local bedrock comprises marine sandstone
and shale, with rninor bentonite layers. Ironstone nodules are also observed in the

bedrock, which is poorly lithified and fiiable. This tract has an average width of at least
80 km and crosses the preglacid divide between the Cypress Hills and the Sweet Grass
Hills. Channels dissect this erosion surface. The northwest extent of this eroded zone is
masked by mal1 transverse ridges, interpreted as end moraines which are believed to
relate to deglaciation (Westgate, 1968; Kulig, 1996). Where local bedrock is exposed at

Figure 2-6. Hill-shaded digital elevationmode1 of southeast Alberta showing assemblage of
subglacial landforms (sun angle at 45 W, 2S0 elevation).
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Figure 2-7. Hill-shaded digital elevation mode1 of southeastAlberta showing assemblage of
subglacial landfoms (sunangle at 3 15W, 25O elevation).

the surface it is generally undisturbed, with the presewation of primary bedding
structures, although there is some evidence of glaciotectonic deformation involving

folding (Fig. 2-8).
Diamicton and sorted, stratified deposits are spatially restticted They are poorlysorted, fine-grained clays and silts, relating to local bedrock characteristics, and contain
dispened Shield clasts.

Glacial diamicton is massive, and shows no evidence of

pervasive deformation. Lower contacts tend to be confonnable although mal1 rip-up
clasts were noted dong the contact with bedrock in some instances.

At one site.

diamicton conformably overiies channel-fil1 deposits containing cross-laminated sand and
fine gravel.
Remnants of curent-bedded sediments include cross-laminated sands with Type
A climbing ripples, indicating relatively hi&

deposition fiom bedload. Infilled channels

containing cross-bedded sands with variable flow directions are also noted (Fig. 2-9). It
is not ctear if these glaciofiuvial deposits rest on till or directly on the bedrock surface.
They are, however, tnincated at the ground surface.

Numerous exposures dong cut banks reveal a regional-scale erosionai surface
tmcating glacial sediment and/or Late Cretaceous bedrock (Fig. 2- 10). Bedding
structures within the substrate c m be traced across the erosion surface. This tnincation
surface is either relatively flat or forms hummocky terrain (cf., Munro and Shaw, 1997).
Hummocky terrain is directly underlain by diamicton, a d o r preglacial gravels, and/or
bedrock. Solonetnc soils on the surface of eroded bedrock are similar to those developed

on scoured bedrock tracts elsewhere in southem Alberta (Rains et al., 1993), and indicate
marine bedrock at, or close to, the ground surface.
Boulders and cobbles, ranging in size from 0.2 m to > 2.5 m in diameter, are
scattered on the eroded bedrock surface (Fig. 2-1 1). These large clasts are mainly erratics
of igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks from the Canadian Shield, although there

are also some local sandstone clasts. Shield clasts are subroundcd to rounded, refiecting a
relatively long transport history. Local bedrock clasts are more angular, having travelled
oniy short distances. The poorly lithified, local clasts are susceptible to cornminution and
would not have survived long transport distances. Patches of preglacial gravels on the

I

1

Erosion surface

Figure 2-8. Glaciotectonically defomed bedrock in tranmerse ridge on the preglacial
divide showing a tnincated surface.

Figure 2-9. a) Channel scour and UiNI in glaciofluvial sediments, b)
Glaciofluvial sands with climbling ripples and cross-bedding, exposed at
surface at Pinhom Grazing Reserve (south of Miik River) and preserved
within scoured bedrock tract. Flow h m left to right.
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Figure 2-10. Photo mosaic showing an undulating erosion surface at Sage Creek. Erosion surface truncates Late
Cretaceous sandstone and shale, and glacial deposits producing hummocky terrain. There is no evidence of deformation
within this section. Regional-scale erosion also produces flat topography where flow velocities are increased.

Figure 2-1 1. Boulder lags comprising maidy Shield clasts resting directly
on the bedrock surface indicate deposition and subsequent removal ofglacial

sediment by erosion capable of moving al1but the largest boulders.
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bedrock surface are restricted to the southem slope of the Cypress Hitls. Faceted and
bullet-shaped boulders were observed at the ground surface (Fig. 2-12)? and indicate
transportation and deposition at the base of a sliding ice sheet (e-g., Clark and Hansel.
1989).

Parts of the bedrock tract show f l u h g s which cross the preglacial divide and
continue to the southeast. Flutings are defined as fields of ndges and troughs arranged
parallel with flow. These foms are oriented northwest to southeast, are generally c 5 m

in height and-may be tens of metres to kilometres in length (Fig. 2-13). Intact bedrock
was observed w i t h ridges. ûther flutings contain bedded surficial sediment, showing

primary bedding, which is truncated at the landforni surface. These surijcial sediments
include undistubeci, nppled sand and silt overlying grave1 resting directly on bedrock
(Fig. 2-14).

Consequently, the fomis are independent of the material within them.

Crescentic-shaped depressions are present at their northwest ends and laterd grooves

paraIlel most flutings (Fig.2- 13). Boulders are also common.
Shallow depressions (C 2 m deep) on the scoured bedrock tract to the southeasr of
the preglacial divide also trend northwest to southeast (Fig. 2-1 5). These erosional forms.
cut into Late Cretaceous bedrock, are associated with flutings and cornmonly contain
boulders within the depressions.
An anabmching network of channels starts and ends abruptly and is confïned to

the preglaciai divide (Figs. 2-6 and 2-7). The channels are mainly aligned northwest to
southeast and have trapezoidal cross sections, steep sides and nearly Bat floon. They are
up to 100 m deep and 5 km wide (Fig. 2-16). Most modern streams are underfit within
these channels. The channels are incised cntirely into Late Cretaceous bedrock, with no
evidence of glacial sediment on the uppermost surfaces. Scoured bedrock with Shield
ematics was noted on interfluves between channels. Glacial sediment is spane in this
area.
With the exception of the Milk River Canyon, major channels in the study area
have convex-up long profiles (Fig. 2-1 7). Modem drainage, with divides within channels

and with streams flowing in opposite directions, c o n b s this convexity. In addition.
channel bed dope is partly against the regional gradient and channels were eroded

Figure 2- 12. Bullet-shaped boulders with faceted faces are observed on the bedrock
suface indicating active basal transport and possible lodgement below the

Laurentide Ice Sheet during ice advance.

Figure 2- 1 3. Photographs showing remnant ndges within the main scoured
tract showing characteristic proximal scours at upstream end of ridges.
Ridges are composed of Late Cretaceous bedrock in these examples. Flow is
fiom right to left.

Figure 2-14. Glaciofluvial sands with Type A climbing
ripples and plane bedded sands preserved in remnant ridge at
Onefour within main scoured zone. Sands unconfonnably
overlie massive gravels (not seen in photo) which rest directly
on bedrock,
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Figure 2- 15. Eroded depressions (s-forms),oriented NW-SE, superimposed
on scoured bedrock tract at Onefour.
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Figure 2- 16. Lost River channel showing characteristic tunnel channel morphology and
Late Cretaceous bedrock exposed dong vailey walls.
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through the preglacial divide indicating flow against an adverse slope. No evidence of
glacial erosion (e-g., striae, glacial sediment) was noted within the channeis.

Transverse ridges, with crests running wnheast to southwest, are superimposed
on the preglacial divide (Fig. 2-7). These bedfoms are defineci as ridges and iroughs
arrangeci transverse with flow. They are confined to the pregiacial divide suggesting that
this ridge was a significant factor in their formation. Bedforms are approximately 25 m

high in the southwestern part of the study area, decreasing to a mùiimum relief of 1-2 m
in the northeast. Wavelengths (measured from ridge crest to ridge crest) also decrease
fiom 1300 m in the southwest to 405 m in the northeast. The transverse ridges contain
defomed bedrock dipping towards the northwest which, in some instances, is truncated at
the surface (Fig. 2-8). Glacial sediment was not observed within the transverse ndges,

though there are boulders at the surface. Flutings, oriented northwest to southeast, are
superimposed on ridge crests. The troughs between transverse ridges contain wetlands
and elongated lakes. Since the transverse ridges are tnincated by major channels, they
pre-date channel incision. Three types of ridge morphology are identified: a) Type 1.
three-dimensional wave forms, b) Type 2, two-dimensional nested wave foms and c)

Type 3, rhomboidal interferkg foms (Fig. 2- 18).

lnf erpref arion

Most landforms in the study area are part of an erosion surface that cross-cuts
bedrock and surficial sedirnents, and indicates flow fiom northwest to southeast. These
occurrences of glacial sediments provide evidence for glacial erosion and deposition
beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet. These sedirnents are not, however, related to iandfonn
evolution. Thus, sediment deposition pre-dated erosion. The landform assemblage may

be explained by two alternative hypotheses as discussed above: 1) bed deformation, or 2)
subglacial meltwater erosion. Field evidence supports an ongin for the features by
subglacial meltwater erosion.
The absence of subglacial and supraglacial sediment sequences on the ground
surface suggests that erosion at the base of a deforming layer is unlikely (e.g., Hart,

1997). Subglacial fluvial erosion, in cornparison, could erode the area, removing glacial

Figure 2-1 8. Transverse ridges observed on the preglacial divide showing Type 1,
3D wave forms;Type 2,2D nested wave forms; and, Type 3, rhomboidal interferhg
forms.

sediments previously deposited by ice in the region. Fluvial erosion of the preglacial
divide would require subglacial meltwater flow. Flow of subglacial meltwater is ciriven
by the hydradic gradient, where head is measured relative to the hydrostatic head

(Shreve, 1972). In zones of high hydraulic head (Le., where water pressure is close to the
overburden pressure), flow may have been drivai against the regional gradient and across
the preglacial divide. Rernnants of glacigenic sediment and extensive scoured bedrock

are explained by differential erosion whereby sediment was retained in some places but
was completely removed in others. This erosion produced humrnocky tenain in zones of

relatively low flow velocities dong the margùis of broad sheet flows. More complete
erosion in the main scoured tracts is taken to indicate more powerful meltwater flows. II
is unclear how direct erosion by ice or defoxmational processes could have differentially
eroded the substrate and preserve mdisturbed glaciofluvial sediments. Also, erosion by
active ice would have incorporated sediment into basal ice. During melting, this would
have been deposited at the surface forming thick sediment sequences. Such sequences
were not observed in the study area.
Shield clasts resting on the eroded bedrock surface fom a discontinuous boulder
lag. Remnants of glacial sediment contain similar Shield clasts suggesting that the lag
boulders were left behind as finer sediment was eroded. The lags are unlikely to have
been fonned by subaerial processes, since they are not associated with eolian or
sheetwash deposits (c.f., Munro and Shaw, 1997). Boulder lags indicate that glacial
sedimeni was largely removed by a widespread erosional process incapable of carrying
boulders. Since ice does not preferentially transport small grain sizes while leaving large
material behind, transport was most likely in a high velocity, turbulent fluid flow (e.g.,

Kor et ai., 1991; M u m and Shaw, 1997). Movement of boulders fkom underlying till to
the surface by frost heave cannot account for the boulder lag as till is generally absent
fkom the study areô Rounded boulders may also result nom erosion of saprolites
(Pattenon and Boerboom, 1998). However, the local bedrock does not comprise
crystalline rocks and the soft Cretaceous bedrock is unlikely to form saprolites and
corestones. Therefore, surface boulders are interpreted as a fluvial lag.

Differential tramport of fine-grained sediment by ice should result in deposition
of this matenal at the ice margin. Large accumulations of glacial sediment are not
e

observed in Montana, indicating that eroded rock and sediment was transported well
beyond the Laurentide ice margin. Differential fluvial transport of fine-grained material
could account for the absence of large glacial deposits in marginal locations. These flows
would have been capable of transporting sediment far beyond the ice, much of it possibly
into the Gulf of Mexico (Shaw et al., 1996). Therefore, turbulent, sediment-laden
meltwater flowing beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet, with the competency to erode and

transport d l sediment sizes except the largest boulders, is required. The occurrence of
boulders across the preglacial divide indicates that subglacial, pressurised flow was
needed. It is inferred that the boulder lags fonned contemporaneously across the whole
area.
Crescentic scours and lateral grooves parallel to flutings, are typical of analogous
forms produced by meitwater and wind (e.g., Shaw, 1994a). The crescentic and lateral
grooves combine to form hairpin scours related to horseshoe vortices around obstacles
(Shaw, 1994a). Dreimanis (1993) noted proximal scours and lateral grooves around
srnall-scale ridges in the forefield of Breidarnerkujokull, Iceland, which he athibuted to
meltwater erosion in subglacial cavities. Similar features are also observed on bedrock
around Georgian Bay, Ontario (Kor et al., 1991) and around large-scale remnant ridges in
Alberta (Rains et al., 1993) and Saskatchewan (Grant, 1997). Their f o m is scaleindependent.
Flow across the preglacial divide would have accelerated, due to a reduced gap
width between the ice and bed, causing increased erosion and enhancing the strength of
horseshoe vortices around obstacles (Shaw, 1994a). Characteristic scour patterns seen
around fiutes, simila. to those seen in the study axa, are only attained where Reynolds
Numbers (Re) are > IO4 (Allen, 1982; Shaw, 1994a). These Reynolds Numbers are
comrnonly achieved by flowing water and wiad, but are orders of magnitude too large for
flows in high viscosity ice (Shaw, 1994a).
Eroded depressions in the scoured bedrock tract are interpreted as sculpted forms
(s-forms) (Kor et al., 1991), that may also be explained by subglacial meltwater erosion.
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This îerm is prefmed over p - f o m (Dahl, 1965), which infers abrasion by plastically
defomiing ice. The term s-fom was adopted by Kor et al., (1991) as a non-genetic
alternative. These s-forms may result h m a variety of vortices in turbulent flows, some
impuiging on the bed and some generated by the bedform itself (Allen, 1982). Their
orientation is consistent with Buta in the study area suggesting that they were al1 fomed
contemporaneously by broad sheet flows. Kor et al., (1991) drew similar conclusions

h m erosional forms at Georgian Bay, Ontario.
The landfoms described above are best explained through erosion by subglacial
meltwater flowing in broad sheets. Formation was more or less contemporaneous. Rains
et al., (1993) noted extensive tracts of scoured bedrock elsewhere in Alberta, which

contain large-scale s-foms and flutings (Fig. 2-4) that are attributed to sheet flow during
the Livingstone Lake flood event. Kor et ai., (1991) documented large-scale beàrock

erosion in Georgian Bay, Ontario, which resulted in bedfoms that are best explained by
subglacial sheet flow erosion.
The extensive erosion surface and associated landfoms discussed above are
dissected by a number of large channels. Their convex-up long profiles could only have
been formed by pressurised rneltwater.

Therefore, subglacial channelised flow is

required. This is supported by the evidence for subglacial fluvial erosion discussed
above.
However, other processes might possibly account for these channels. These
alternatives are discussed below to show why a subglacial meltwater ongin is most likely.
1. Charnels may be excavated dong preglacial fluvial valleys. Westgate (1968)
noted that the ancestral Milk River was diverted to the northeast by the
preglacial divide. Thus, no evidence suggests that these tunnel charnels
existed pnor to the onset of glaciation in the region. As well, evidence for a
single glaciation in western Alberta, the Late Wisconsinan, (e-g., Liverman et
aL, 1989; Young et ai., 1994; Jackson et aL, 1996) precludes antecedent

tunnel c h e l s .

2. Tunnel channels could also be stnichirally controlled, yet no structures in the
underlying bedrock are known to coincide with charnel locations (Westgate,

1968). Thus, structural control is rejected as a principal element of tunnel
channel formation in southeast Alberta,
3. Griibe (1983) attributed tunnel chameh in northem Europe to glacial erosion.

Yet, tunnel channels in southeast Alberta show no evidence of ice abrasion,
and their cornplex, anabranching patterns are difficult to explain by glacial

emsion (c.t, Sjogren and Rains, 1995).
4. Westgate (1968) considered some channels to be ice-marginal (Milk River)

and used thern as evidence for successive positions of retreating ice. He
interpreted other channels (Lost River and Sage Creek) as spillways fiom
glacial lakes such as Glacial Lake Pakowki (Westgate, 1968). However, the
convex-up long profiles of tunnel channels and the up flow-sloping regional
gradient preclude a subaerial ongin for these features. Subglacial, pressurised,

conduit flow was necessary to form these channels.
Thus, these channels are inferred to be subglacial in origin, and were fomed by

meltwater erosion. They are interpreted as tunnel channels. Various subglacial processes
might account for these channels (cf., O'Cofaigh, 1996). Tunnel channels may be
eroded by steady-state discharges flowing in Nye channels and accompanied by channel
ward creep of deformïng sediment (Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). However, under
unsteady conditions, hi& pressure within Nye channels would drive sedirnent away fkom
conduits and cause decoupling of the ice fiom its bed (Brennand, 1994). Drainage
conditions may also limit the rate and spatial extent of till deformation rowards a
subglacial conduit (Alley, 1992). The tunnel channels descnbed here are incised into
bedrock and the interfluves are largely devoid of surficial sedirnent. Sedirnent removal
likely occurred pior to channel formation. Steady-state drainage and time-transgressive
channel evolution are discounted because of the short time available for erosion. Erosion
could o d y have occurred between about 18 ka and 14 ka BP. Also, the absence of
channel-ward deformation dong subglacial bedrock channels rules out subglacial
deformation as a general explmation for the tunnel channels in southeast Alberta.

The-transgressive tunnel channels might have been eroded close to the ice

margin by j6kulhlaups (Wingfield, 1990) or by seasonal, supraglacial drainage reaching
the bed (Mooers, 1989). There are no large-scale, outwash fans at the ends of tunnel
channel segments in the shidy area that would suppon marginal zone or t h e transgressive formation. Similarly, the complex anabranching network is difficult to
explain

by

the-transgressive

formation

(e.g.,

Sjogren

and

Rains,

1995).

Contemporaneous erosion by a single fiow event best explains this complex network.
Conséquently, tunnel channels in southeast Alberta are taken to record
catastrophic, subglacial drainage under high pressure gradients beneath the Laurentide Ice
Sheet (c.f, Brennand and Shaw, 1994). Charnels operated as Nye channels, or as
combinations of Nye and RZithlisberger channels, and c k e d meltwater southeast
towards the ice m a r e . Convex-up, channel long profiles and their crossing of the
preglacial divide could not have been produced by subaerial flows. Only subglacial
meltwater flow with a hi& hydraulic gradient cm account for this phenornenon (Shreve,
1972). The interconnected channel network suggests the contemporaneous operation of

subglacial channels that required hi&-magnitude

flows of short duration (cX,

Wright,1973; Bremand and Shaw, 1994; Sjogren and Rains, 1995).
A remarkabie suite of transverse bedfoms is superimposed on the preglacial

divide and is cross-cut by tunnel channels. The transverse bedforms show some evidence
of glaciotectonic processes although the ridge morphology is primarily erosional. ï h e
inferred origin for these ndges is largely based on the conclusions discussed above. A
subglacial melovater origin for flutings elsewhere in the study area suggest that fluvial
processes may have been significant for ridge fornation. The origin of these features is
discussed in Chapter 3, but the altemative hypotheses are introduced here.
There are NO possible hypotheses for the origin of transverse ridges in southeast
Alberta:
1. Transverse rïdges may be primary glaciotectonic features with minor

modification by subsequent subglacial meltwater flows producing the
superimposed strearnlined forms.

2. Ridges may be primary fluvial bedfoms, e.g., antidunes, produced by

stationary waves in subglaciai meltwater flows.

The large-scale, transverse ndges were previously interpreted as glaciotectonic
thrust ridges (e.g., Westgate, 1968; Shetsen 1987), and are morphologically somewhat
sirnilar to transverse ridge foms descnbed by Bluemie and Clayton (1984) and Tsui et
al.. (1989). Ridge formation was considered by those authors to result from detachment,

transport and imbricate stacking of the substrate. Fold noses or uptumed ends of thrust
blocks were ïmplied to fonn the ridges. In this case, deformation requires that the
strength of the materiai, which is reduced by high pore water pressure, is less than the
shear stresses generated by overriding ice. Glaciotectonic ridges are generally concave
upglacier, and are thought to parallel the former ice margin (Aber et ai., 1989). However,
ridges observed in the study area do not correspond to reconstnicted ice-margins.
Nevertheless, deformed bedrock within some ridges rnakes it likely that the Laurentide
Ice Sheet displaced subsurface material and glaciotectonic deformation might well have
partially contributed to ndge formation.
Scoured bedrock, boulder lags and flutings on transverse ridges support their
modification by subglacial meltwater erosion. Thus, although the ridge morphology rnay
have been partly the result of glaciotectonic processes, their final forms owe much to
meltwater erosion. This view is strengthened by the complex ridge morphology and in
particular, Type 2 and Type 3 wave foms. These patterns have not been noted in
glaciotectonic ridges.

Tunnel channel incision across the transverse ndges by

channelised subglacial flows M e r supports a fluvial component to ridge formation.
Altematively, the transverse ndges may be primary bedfonns resulting fiom
erosion beneath stationary waves in subglacial meltwater sheet flows. If so, they are
interpreted as erosional antidunes. They are analogous to transverse s-fomsin bedrock
(Kor et al.. 19911, erosional megaripples in the Eastem Channel of the Laurentian Fan
(Hughes Clarke et a l , 1990) and antidune bedfoms in nvea (Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977;
Allen 1982). The complex ndge morphology (Fig. 2-18) is similar to features commonly
observed in antidunes formed by fluvial processes, suggesting that similar processes rnay

have produced these transverse bedforms. These features may be part of a family of
erosional bedforms (s-forms) includllig non-directional, undulating beds (Kor et al..
1991) and hummocky terrain (hhmo and Shaw, 1997).

Conclusions
Field observations in southeast Alberta support an erosional origin for a suite of
subglacial landfonns, including scoured bedrock zones, flutings, s-foms and tunnel
channels.

An extensive erosional surface and network of tunnel channels truncate

bedrock and surficial sediments with no evidence of pervasively deformed substrate
materials. The erosional landscape evolved subglacially, most likely by meltwater scour.
Landfonn relationships record meltwater sheets, at least 80 km wide, flowing
fkom the northwest, parallel to remnant ridges and tunnel channels, which subsequently
became concentrated in channels. The inferred sequence of events was as follows:
1. Advancing Laurentide ice across southeastern Alberta brought erratics from

the Shield, eroded local bedrock and deposited fine-grained tills, and provided
sediment to streams and lakes in which glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine
deposits accumulated. GIaciotectonic processes at the ice margin and beneath
the advancing ice sheet, deformed bedrock and may have produced thrust

ridges of various scales.
2. Widespread scouring of glacial sediment and underlying bedrock by a

subglacial outburst flood, flowing in enormous sheets, left large erosional
tracts on the laudscape. These tracts are characterised by Bat terrain and
hummocky terrain. Boulder lags on the scoured surface are remnants of
glacial sediments deposited by Laurentide ice and subsequently eroded by
fluvial processes.

The floods took place some time between glacial

"maximum" and deglaciation of the area, roughly in the period between 18 ka
and 14 ka BP.

3. Impuiging vortices and honeshoe/longitudina1 vortïces in turbulent rneltwater
flowing over the preglacial divide, eroded flutings and s-foms into the

scoured bedrock tract, and modified giaciotectonic ridges. If the transverse
ridges are primary fluvial bedforms, they were probably formed beneath
interna1 stationary waves in subglacial sheet flows at this time. These foms
were produced during regional-scale erosion of bedrock and sur£icial
sediment.
4. Progressive channelisation of the sheet flow across the preglacial divide

during waning discharges, resulted in partial ice-bed recoupling, flow
concentration, increased meltwater fiow velocities and preferential incision in

areas of deeper flow. Channels operated synchronously and eventuaily carricd
al1 the flow after the ice sheet recoupled with its bed on interfluves. The
absence of channels downglacier of the preglacial divide marks flow
divergence and decreasing velocities. Low gradient ice sheet profiles led to

minimal ice flow as the ice settled to its bed following flood release. Thus, an
a h o s t pristhle subglacial environment is preserved today on the Western
Plains.
5.

Only &or

landscape modification of the area occurred during deglaciation,

including the formation of small eskers, the establishment of glacial lakes,
rivers, creeks, and eolian dune fields.
Potential meltwater sources for large subglacial floods have been discussed by
Shaw (1 996) and Munro-Stasiuk (submitted) although direct evidence for a supraglacial

lake source is unlikely to be found.

n i e Pakowki basin irnmediately behind the

preglacial divide is a probable location for subglaciai meltwater storage. Munro-Stasiuk
(submitted) finds evidence upglacia from the study area, nom tills and glaciolacustnne
deposits, for deposition in a subglacial reservoir that drained repeatedly. Similar drainage

from many subglaciai reservoirs rnay have ultimately reached a reservoir located at
Pakowki Lake. Drainage of subglacial and, possibly, supraglacial reservoirs dong the
Livingstone Lake flood path may have eventually penetrated an ice-marginal seal,
causing catastrophic release of the stored meltwater. Field evidence suggests that such
drainage did occur, first as a sheet and, later, in tunnel channels. Release of meltwater

over the Milk River divide rnay have allowed the release of subglacial lakes al1 the way to
Keewatin. Thus, the drainage event describeci in this paper, would have carried much of
the flood water of the proposed Livingstone Lake event.

The total amount of material eroded by the subglacial meltwater flows cannot be
accurately detemiined, although tunnel charnel depth provides a minimum rneasure.
Sediment carried in suspension by subglacid flows to the ice margin may have been
canied by proglacial nvers and deposited well beyond the limit of Late Wisconsinan

glaciation, parily in the Gulf of Mexico (Shaw et al., 1996). Such transport would
account for the absence of major deposits at the former ice marguis in Montana

Geomorphic evidence suggests a flow at least 80 km wide, and between 10 and 60 m
deep, with a conservative velocity of 10 ms-'. Instantaneous discharges of 10 6 - ~m3s"
~7

are estimated that are similar to estimates obiained elsewhere (c.f., Shaw, 1996). It is
proposed that the scoured zone of southeast Alberta must have been of regional extent
and is a part of the Livingstone Lake megaflood path recognised in Alberta (Rains et al..

1993).

The observed landforms show a consistent pattern that rnay be interpreted as part
of a continuum of subglacial environments. They iargely record erosion by subglacial
meltwater flows following glacial erosion, transport and deposition of sediment. As only
one medium is required, a less complex subglacial system is proposed than hypotheses
requinng multiple processes to account for the subglacial landforms. Conclusions f?om
this study support a genesis of many subglacial landforms by subglacial fluvial erosion.
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CHAPTER 3: TRANSVERSE BEDFORMS: GLACIOTECTONIC
DEFORMATION OR FLUVlAL EROSION?
Introduction
Ice-thst features have been mapped extensively across the glaciated Great Plains

of North America (Kupsch, 1962; Moran et aL., 1980; Bluemle and Clayton, 1984; Tsui et
al., 1989) and such thnisting may have been the single most important geomorphic

process operathg in some areas of North A . c a (Bluemle and Clayton, 1984). Hillshaded digital elevation models @EMS) of southeast Alberta reveal transverse ndges
superimposed on an upstanding ridge which foms the preglacial divide between the
Cypress Hills and the Sweet Grass Hills (Fig. 3-1). These landfonns are part of a
complex subglacid environment formed during the Late Wisconsinan glaciation of the
region and have been mapped as glaciotectonic ridges of thnist bedrock and till
(Westgate, 1968; Shetsen, 1987).
Three main types of glacial thnist forms have been docurnented (Bluemle and
Clayton, 1984; Tsui et aï., 1989): (1) hill-depression fonns are equidimensional hills
downglacier of a depression of sixnilar dimensions (e.g., Bluemle, 1970; Clayton and
Moran, 1974); (2) îransverse ridge f o m which tend to include ovemimed folds, or
t h s t faulted imbricate stacks (e.g., Rutten, 1960; Kupsch, 1962; Staiker, 1973b; Clayton
et ai., 1980; Bluemle and Clayton, 1984; Oldale and O'Hara, 1984); and (3) irreguiar

foms which are intermediate to the other forms and comprise irregularly located, closely-

spaced hills, ridges and depressions (e.g., Fenton, 1983). These i c e - h s t features can
occur in 3 glaciotectonic settings (Tsui et al., 1989): (1) escarpment setting; (2) valley
setting; and (3) plains setting. Transverse ridges in the snidy area are most similar to
transverse ridge foxms (Bluemle and Clayton, 1984) and, nom their association with the

preglacial divide, correspond to the escarpment setting of Tsui et ai., (1989).
Transverse ridges in southeast Alberta are part of a predominately erosional,
subglacial landscape with many features interpreted as products of subglacial meltwater
erosion (Chapter 2). These ridges are mapped as glaciotectonic features (Shetsen, 1987),
but their characteristics are not easily explained by glaciotectonic processes. Although

Figure 3 - 1. Hill-shaded DEM of southeast Alberta showing complex suite of transverse
ridges on the preglacial divide (sun angle 3 1 SON, elevation 25').
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morphologically similar to transverse ndge foms, they are dso analogous to transverse sforms in bedrock (Kor et a l , 1991), erosional megaripples in the Eastern Channel of the
Laurentian Fan (Hughes Clark et al., 1990) and antidunes formed in rives (e-g., Shaw
and Kellerhals, 1977; Allen, 1982). Thus, fluvialprocesses or turbidity currents created
transverse ridges. This snidy investigates the pros and cons of glaciotectonism and
fluvial erosion as explmations for the ridges.
In the absence of good exposures, ground penetrating radar (GPR) provides
subsurface structural ùifonnation. GPR has been successfully applied in investigations of
geomorphic processes (e.g., Jol and Smith, 1991; Smith and Jol, 1992; Jol et al., 1996);
mapping soi1 stratigraphy, bedrock characteristics, subsurface topography and geological
sactures (e-g., Ulriksen, 1982; Worsfold et al., 1986; Davis et al., 1987; Annan, 1988;
Aman et al,,1988; Davis and Annan, 1989; Wamer et al., 1990); identification and

thichess of pema£?ost (e.g., Pilon et al., 1979, 1987; La Fleche et ai.: 1987% b, 1988;
Dufour et al, 1988); studies of gromdwater depth (e.g., Annan and Davis, 1977); and in
archaeological investigations (e.g., Vaughn, 1986). GPR has the potentid to detemine
subsurface bedrock characteristics where lateral exposures and well-logs are limited.
This technique is cost-effective, portable, easy to maintain and robust (Jol and Smith,
1991).

Methods

GPR is based on the propagation and reflection of electromagnetic energy and is
similar in principle to sonar and seismic reflection profiling (Jol and Smith, 1991). High
fkequency, electromagnetic pulses are emitted fiom the GPR unit which is capable of
emitting energy in the 10-1000 MHz range. Energy is reflected back to a receiver from
reflectors represented by changes in the bu& electrical properties of the substrate and by
the character of the interface between different lithologies (Fig. 3-2). Two-way travel

time is recorded and plotted against horizontal s w e y distance. The tirne taken for
signals to be retumed to the receiver is a huiction of the velocity of energy propagation
through a medium and the depth of the reflectors (Jol and Smith,1991; Jol

et

al., 1996).

Direction of survey
Antenna position,

'y

2
1

3

4

Gronnd surface

Figure 3-2. Principle of ground penetrating radar (GPR) based on propagation and
reflection of electromagnetic energy fkom reflecton located beneath the suface. Depth
of reflectors is a function of the two-way travel time of the signai and the near-surface
velocity ofthe substrate materiai (modified fiom Jol and Smith, 1991, Fig. 3).

Depth (m) is determined f?om the propagation velocity (mm-')for a medium and the
recorded two-way travel t h e (ns).
Different lithologies and sediment types have diffkrent dielectric constants and,
hence, propagation velocities that produce strong reflection £iom boundaries between
units (Sheriff, 1984; Table 3-1). Differences in dieleceic properties also attenuate the
signal (Jol and Smith,1991),allowing the character of the subsurface to be determined.

Material
Air
Distilled water
Fresh water
Sea water
Dry sand
Sanirated sand

Dielectric
constant
1
80
80
80
3-5
20-30

Conductivity
(mS/m)

5-15
5-30
5-40
4-6

Veloeity (m/ns)

Attenuation
(dB/m)

I

O

O

0.1-1 .O

0.3
0.033
0.033
0.01
O.15
0.06

0.002
O. i
1 O00
0.01
0.03-0.3

1-100
1-100
2-1 O00
0.01-1.0
0.01- 1 .O
0.01

0.09
0.07
0.06
0.13
0.13
0.16

1-100
1-100
1-300
0.01-1.0
0.01-1.0
0.01

0.01
0.5
30000
0.01

1

Shale
Silts
Clavs
Granite
Dry salt
Ice

1

1
I

5-6
3-4

1

1

1

1

I

1

Table 3-1. Dielectric properties for selected materials (fiom pulseEKK0 IV somhiare
version 4.2).

GPR profiles were obtained using a lOOOV transmitter and pulseEKK0 IV
software. Radar antenna with 25 MHz fiequency were used to achieve maximum depth
penetration although resolution was cornpromised. Near-surface velocities of 0.15 mns",
a sampling rate of 400 ps and 32 stacks per trace were used. Traces were taken at 1 rn
intervals with an antenna separation (transmitter-receiver) of 4 m (Fig. 3-3). Following
data collection, profiles were plotted ushg pulseEKKO N software with a trace-wiggie,

automatic gain control, a trace stacking parameter of 2, and a point stacking parameter of
7. Topographie corrections were applied using profiles measured by durnpy level and

staff.
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J

Figure 3 -3. GPR unit in operation. 25 MHz mtenna, showing transmittedreceiver units
connected to two 6V batteries, are seen in foreground. A fibre optic cable carries signais
fiom the transmittedreceiveruni&to the GPR console carried in a backpack. Console is
powered by a 12V battery. Traces are collected at 1 rn intervals and displayed and
recordedon a laptop cornputer operated by field assistant.

GPR investigation of transverse ridges
A GPR profile was obtained across a transverse ridge on the preglacial divide, 10
km south of the Lost River channel (Fig. 3-1). The ridge is orienteci northeast-southwest
with a vertical relief of approximately 10 m and is composed entirely of Late Cretaceous
sandstone and shale (Fig. 3-4). However, limited exposures did not allow description of
the bedrock architecture. Ridge morphology shows an asymmeaical profile (Fig. 3-5)
with the downstrearn side being slightly steeper. The profiled ndge is one of a series that

are separated by depressions occupied by wetlands and elongated lakes. Traces were
collected along a 200 m transeet oriented at 180°N. Unforhmately, bad weather and
problems with data retrieval allowed only part of the ridge to be successfùily surveyed by

GPR.
The GPR profile collected across the transverse ridge is shown in Figure 3-6.
Lnfomation was obtained to a depth of approximately 15 m with a number of prominent
reflecton being observed. The horizontal scale of d l profiles is distance in metres, and
the vertical scale is shown as both two-way travel tirne in nanoseconds, and depth in
metres. The uppermost continuous reflector minon bed topography and represents a
combination of the air-wave and ground-wave arrivals and should not be confused with
deeper reflecton that record bedrock architecture (Jol and Smith, 1991).
Reflecton record changes in bedrock with depth and, hence, provide information
on the character of that interface. Local bedrock comprises Late Cretaceous sandstone
and shale of the Foremost Formation (Westgate, 1968). The prominent reflecton are
likely shale beds where a higher dielectric constant, higher attenuation and lower velocity
produce reflection and attenuation of the electromagnetic signal.
When plotted, the upper 15 m of the GPR profile reveals two seisrnic facies,
identified by prominent reflecton (likely shale beds) at their base. ïhese prominent
reflectors dip northwest at 10- 15". î h e upper discontinuous reflector is fint observed at
8 m depth and pinches out at 122 m along the profile. A lower discontinuous reflector is

obsenred at 10-12 m depth and is observed between 35 m and 142 m. This refiector
shows a similar angle of dip as the upper reflector. Between 142 m and 175 m, this lower

Figure 3-4. Late Cretaceous bedrock is exposed across the transverse ridge k i n g
profiled aithough structure cannot be discemed fiom Iimited surface exposures.
Exposure is 75 cm high.

NO SIGNAL OB'

Figure 3-6. a) GPR profile obtained h m refiection survey of transverse ndge.

b) Interpreted profile.

SEISMIC FACIES 2 (ESNARINE DEPOSITJON~CHANNELsW~TCHING)

imerse ridge.

'reflector is discontinuous aithough the cause of this is uncertain. The character of the
upper 8 m of the ridge cannot be resolved due to the GPR fkquency used in the smdy
where resolution was compromised to permit good penetration depth. The bedrock
architecture observed by GPR rnay indicate either syn-depositional or pst-depositional
bedmck tectonics or rapid vertical and laterd changes in depositionai style, perfiaps
associated with channel switching in a shallow marine or estuarine environment. These
possibilities cannot be distinguished fi-om the available information.
The bedrock architecture rnay reflect the depositional environment into which

sediments were deposited during the Cretaceous. Inclined bedding rnay be epsilon cross~ t i f i c a t i o nassociated with l a t d accretion of point bars, or rnigrating channel-bar
systems in an estuary environment (c.f., Reineck and Singh, 1980). Alternatively.
deposition within tidal deltas or washover fans in a lagoonal s e t h g may explain the
coarse bedrock structure revealed by the radar s w e y (c.f., Reineck and Singh, 1980;
Reinson, 1992). Following bedrock deposition and consolidation, the emplacement of
the Sweet Grass Arch Pluton and associated volcanics may also have iduenced the
structure of the Cretaceous rocks (c.f , Westgate, 1968).
Post-depositional processes rnay also explain the observed bedrock structure.
Dipping beds may have been produced by glaciotectonic thnisting of the bedrock
pmducing ridges of unlaiown magnitude.

This rnay have been associated with the

advance of Laurentide ice into the region. However, shear planes associated with thmst
faulting were not observed in the GPR profile. Evidence of deformed bedrock is noted
elsewhere. Folded strata are observed in some ndges on the preglacial divide although
this intemal structure is truncated at the surface (Fig. 3-7). Glacial sediments are rarely
observed wiihin transverse ridges and Shield clasts commonly rest directly on the

bedrock surface.
The important point to retain Eom the above discussion is that while many
processes rnay account for the bedrock structure highlighted by the radar s w e y , this
structure appears to be tnuicated at the surface. Hence, ridge fonn rnay be emsional and
unrelated to the underlying bedrock.

Figure 3-7. Folded bedrock in transverse ridge possibly resulting fiom
glaciotectonic thrusting fiom the northwest by the advancing Laurentide Ice Sheet.
The ridge forrn is erosional with the synclinestructure being tnincated at the surface.

Glaciotectooic deformation or fluvial erosion?
Analysis of the GPR profile identifies an interesting bedrock structure that may be
explained by various processes as discweà above. However, ridge morphology is
unrelated to bedrock structure.

Evidence from the GPR profile (Fig. 3-6) and

observations of folded bedrock in other ridges across the preglaciai divide (Fig. 3-7),
indicate that glaciotectonic processes rnay have been at least partly responsible for
producing the obsemed bedrock architecture. Thus, ridge formation may have been
polygenetic with structure inherited from the initial depositionai environments, a
glaciotectonic component, and, last. an erosiond component largely responsible for ridge
and trough morphology.
A number of surface observations also provide information as to the probable

origin of the transverse ridges in the study area. Flutings are superimposed on transverse
ridges. They are less than 1 m hi& and tens of metres in length and are composed of
intact bedrock (Fig. 3-8). These forms are restncted to ndge crests and do not cross
intervening depressions. In the vicinity of the transverse ridges, flutings show poorly
developed scours and fiurows, but are nonetheless morphologically similar to flutings
identified in the study area and elsewhere (cf-, Kor et ai., 199 1; Rains et al., 1993; Grant,
1997). Bedrock is exposed a? the surface with only minor occurrences of glacial

sediment. Shield clasts rest directly on the surface and are interpreted as discontinuous
boulder Iags.
Analysis of wavelength and amplitude of the transverse ridges across the
preglacial divide reveals that wavelength decreases from 1300 m in the southwest to 400

m for srnaller ridges in the northeast. Amplitude also decreases in the same direction
fiom approxirnately 15 m to 1-2 m across the preglacial divide.
Three types of ridge patterns are observed (Fig. 3-9). These are described as:
Type 1, three-dimensional wave forms, similar to hummocky terrain; Type 2, twodimensional nested, and sometimes bifurcating, wave forms; and, Type 3, rhomboidal
interfering f o m . These foms are not described in other examples of ice-thnist ridges.

This complex morphology occurs at the
form (e.g., Aber et al., 1989).

ndge scale and is not related to ice-marginal

Figure 3-8. Stereopair showing transverse ridges at GPR study site with flutes
superimposed on ndge surface. Scale 1 :60,000. L refersto elongate lakes between ridges.

The preceding discussion has identifiai evidence for some glaciotectonic
deformation of the local bedrock on the preglacial divide separating the Cypress Hills and
the Sweet Grass Hills, although the extent of this deformation is not known. It is most
likely to be Late Wisconsinan in age (c.f., Liveman et al., 1989; Young et al., 1994;
Jackson et al., 1996). However, superimposed on the ridge surfaces are features that are

- not explained by glaciotectonic deformation or depositionai processes.

Thus, two

hypotheses are presented that May explain the landforni assemblages Iocated on the
preglacial divide.

First, transverse bedfoms may be glaciotectonic ridges that were

subsequently modified by the passage of nibglaciai meltwater. Second, these transverse
features may be antidunes produced by erosion beneath stationary waves in subglacial
meltwater flows.

Hypothesis 1: FIu-vially modifed thrusr bedfoms
Glaciotectonic deformation rnay be proglacial or subglacial and may arise during
advance, maximal or recessional phases of glaciation (Aber et al., 1989;Benn and Evans,
1998).

It is difficult to distinguish which of these phases was responsible for

glaciotectonic deformation in the study area, and it is possible that deformation occurred

in al1 four.

Lateral shear stress, related to resistance by local topography, is the

firndamental cause of glaciotectonic deformation (Rotnicki, 1976; van der Wateran,

1985). Defornation of the substrate occurs when the stress transfemed fkom the glacier
exceeds the strength of the stressed material. Water pressure may play a significant part

in determining the strength of the material (Aber et al., 1989).
Glaciostatic pressure on the substrate is created by the overlying ice and is
independent of ice movement Differences in ice thickness, and, hence, vertical ice load,
generate a laterd pressure gradient which is greatest at the ice margin. Thus, the lateral
pressure gradient generates shear stresses that may produce glaciotectonic deformation in
stationary ice.

However, moWig ice may substantially increase the shear stresses

operating on the substrate (Aber et al., 1989).
Thsting of bedrock in southeast Alberta may have o c c m d as Laurentide ice
advanced across the region. The upslope passage of ice in Alberta would have resulted in

Figure 3-9. Hill-shaded DEM showing Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3wave foms across
the preglacial divide. These patterns may be controiied by flow characteristics
associatedwith stationary waves within subglacial meltwater flows.

a steep ice front and high water pressure in groundwater which may have caused high
glaciotectonic pressures that defomed the underlying bedrock (cf., Aber et al., 1989).
Similarly, further ice advance across the region may have continued the deformation of
substrate material subglacially. Deformed bedrock in some areas suggests thnisting £tom
the northwest as a result of large shear stresses in the substratum. Thnisting produces
stacking of inclineci imbricate sheets which appear as repeated transverse ridges (Bluemle

and Clayton, 1984; Tsui et al., 1989).
Investigations of subglacial landfoms in southeast Alberta have shown that they
are most likely to have been the product of subglacial meltwater erosion (Chapter 2). The
preglaciai divide was probably a pinning point for Laurentide ice, and may have allowed
subglacial meltwater to accumulate behind the divide in a large depression now occupied
by Pakowki Lake. If sunicient volumes of subglaciai meltwater were ponded behind the

preglacial divide, ice may have separated fiom its bed in low-lying terrain. In this case,

basal shear stresses fonnerly exerted in these areas would have been transferred to areas
where the ice was in contact with its bed (Shaw, 1994a). Thus, increased shear stress
across the preglacial divide may have been partly or wholly responsible for the
glaciotectonics observed in bedrock on the preglacial divide.
Morphological and sedimentological evidence nom flutings elsewhere in the
study area, show that subglacial meltwater erosion was the most likely formation

mechanism (c.E, Allen, 1982; Kor et al., 1991; Shaw, 1994a; Munro and Shaw, 1997).
Flutings superimposed on the transverse ridges may have been eroded by turbulent,
sediment-laden meltwater containing horseshoe and other vortices. These vortices eroded
crescentic scours and lateral furrows, leaving flutings superimposed on the ice-thrust
ridges (Kor et al., 1991; Shaw, 1994a). hpingement of vortices on the ndge surfaces
caused erosion of ridge crests and an absence of Butes in the intervening depressions.
The movement of Laurentide ice across the preglacial divide would be expected to
have eroded the substrate and deposited sediment on the surface (Benn and Evans, 1998).
Accumulations of Shield clasts on the surface, some with faceted faces and striations,
provide evidence for till deposition beneath moving ice (e.g., Clark and Hansel, 1989)

although Little till now remains. Removal of this material fits well with the hypothesis of

subglacial fluvial erosion (e-g., Munro and Shaw, 1997). It does not fit well with the
glaciotectonic defornation hypothesis.

If glacial processes were responsible for the

removd of large quantities of glacial sediment, these would have been canïed ody as far
as the ice margin. Large moraines or thick glacigenic deposits are not present dong
fomer Laurentide ice-margins in Montana. Thus, it is probable that the predominately
fine-grained glacigenic sediment h m the study area was transported well beyond the ice
margin and possibly as far as the Gulfof Mexico (Shaw et al., 1996).
It is hypothesised that the transverse ridges on the preglacial divide in the study

area may have been formed by gIaciotectonic processes, which produced imbricate
stacking of bedrock dong incompetent layers in the bedrock (e-g., Kupsch, 1962).
Glaciotectonic deformation may be proglacial or subgiacial in origin. Following ndge
formation, large subglacial meltwater flows traversed the preglacial divide eroding
bedrock flutes and removing much of the glacial sediment. Subsequent channelisation of
sheet flow eroded tunnel channels that dissected the transverse bedfoms.

Subglacial

meltwater erosion likely occurred at, or close to, the Late Wisconsinan "maximum".
However, this hypothesis does not explain differences in wavelength and amplitude of
transverse ndges across the preglacial divide, and does not account for the complex ridge

morphology.
Hvpothesis 2: Erosional antiduneformation

Alternatively, transverse ridges may be antidunes associated with stationary
waves in subglacial meltwater flows that were responsible for eroding Butes, scouring
bedrock and producing boulder lags.

Morphologically similar features have been

observed in many environments associated with standing waves and turbulent flow (e-g.,

Yalin, 1972; Allen, 1982).
1 have previously noted that glaciotectonic processes may have operated beneath
the Laurentide Ice Sheet producing tramverse thrust ridges and troughs. In addition,
subglacial landforms in the study area have been explained by erosion beneath turbulent
meltwater flows (Chapter 2). These conclusions may be extended to explain transverse
ridges as a direct product of subglacial fluvial erosion. It should be noted that, while this

hypothesis is grounded in Buid theory, more detailed testing than that presented here is
required.

Yalin (1972) described the processes by which antidunes are related to stationary
waves on a water d a c e beneath air. Interna1 stationary waves may form antidunes or
in-phase bedforms (Brennand, 1994). Antidunes are cornmon beneath fiee surfaces with
supercritical flow (Fr 1 l), although Shaw and Kelierfials (1977) observed antidunes in
grave1 to form in flows with Froude numbers of 0.82 < Fr < 1.3.
Stationary waves are set up where there is a density interface within the flow (Fig.
3- 10). In this case, the relevant densiometric Froude Number (Fr& is required. This

number is defined as:

where V is velocity (ms"), p, is the density of the hyperconcentrated layer, p, is the
density of the less dense layer, d is flow depth (m) and g is acceleration due to gravity
(9.81 rnsJ). Stationary waves develop downstrearn of the perturbation where erosion is
concentrated in troughs, producing a wavy bed (Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977). If the flow
is competent to transport al1 sediment, deposition on the ridge crest need not occur
(Yalin, 1972; Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977). Antidunes and the stationary water-surface
waves are in-phase for steady-state conditions (Yalin, 1972).
From a basic discussion of the ongin of antidunes, this theory c m be applied to
the possible occurrence of standing waves within subglacial meltwater flows. In this
view, antidunes relate to waves f o d at density interfaces within the fluid, rather than

below a fiee surface. in hyperconcentrated flows, a dense, sediment-rich fluid lies close
to the bed while lower density fluid shears over this dense layer (Fig. 3-1 1). The bed and
the overlying ice generate resistance creating two boundaiy layers. Stationary waves are
formed at this density interface.
Having determined that stationary waves may form dong density interfaces, it is
likeiy that they will be fixed by perturbations on the bed. Subsurface investigations of
transverse ndges in southeast Alberta show some evidence that ndge rnorphology is
83
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Figure 3-1 0. Formation of antidunes beneath stationary waves generaîed by
a discontinuity to flow ( h m Yalin,1972, Fig. 7.10). (For key to notation,
see List of Symbols).

1

Density interface

Letu dense layer (p, = 1100 kgin')

Figure 3- 1 1. Generation of stationary waves in subglacial meltwater fîows along a density interface. Perturbations on the bedmay
fix stationary waves along this density interface although this is not a requirement to wave formation.

related to bedrock structure, dthough the scale of this expression is not known.
Therefore, some ndge form may have exiaed prior to the passage of subglacid meltwater
floods. Thnist ridges on the bed surface would have set up stationary waves dong the
density interface. Enhanced bed erosion might be expected in troughs where flow depth

was reduced and velocity increased h m unifonn Bow conditions (Figs. 3-10, 3-1 1).
Less erosion beneath the crests of stationary waves results nom lower velocities in areas
of local flow expansion.

If the wavelength of the ice-thmt ridges is close to the optimum wavelength
detemiined fkom the flow velocity, then antidunes are likely to form at wavelengths
contmlled by the spacing of the onginai thnist forms. However, if the wavelength related
to flow velocity is significantiy different, erosion of the bed beneath standing waves will
produce antidunes with a wavelength controlled more by the flow velocity (Yalin, 1972).
Thus, decreases in ndge wavelength h m southwest to northeast may be explained by
differences in flow velocity, depth or density across the preglacial divide.
Cornplex ridge patterns that cannot be explained by glaciotectonic processes are
also described. Three-dimensional wave forms, two-dimensional nested forms. and
rhomboidal interfering forms (Fig. 3-9) can be explained by local variations in flow
charactenstics. Type 2 wave foms that curve upstream can be explained by streaming,
with longitudinal zones of high velocity. Where flow depth is greater than for the

surrounding flow, stationary waves will be deflected upstream. Where flow depths are
decreased, ndges that are deflected downstream may also be produced. Stationary waves
may also be oblique to the main flow direction where wdl effects are important (e.g., in
the Lost River channel). Erosion beneath these stationary waves is expected to produce

d g e s showing a rhomboidal pattern mirronng intemal, standing waves (Fig. 3-12; e.g.,
Allen, 1982). In channels, fluting related to longitudinal vortices is generally more
comrnon.
Flutings are superimposed on the transverse bedforms.

Transverse and

longitudinal ridges commonly occur together in fluid fiows (Fig. 3-13). These foms
were contemporaneous, being produced by different vortices operating in the flow.
Transverse bedforms were the product of erosion beneath stationary waves. Flutings

Figure 3- 12. Rhomboidal ripples produced in fine saud (fiom Allen, 1982, Fig.
10.13) are similar to Type 3, rhomboidal interferhg forms identified across the
preglacial divide.

Figure 3- 13. Examples of transverse ridges and flutes produced by various
fluid flows: a) Ridges and flutes produced by wind in sand. Flow away fiom
reader, b) Transverse ribs and streamlined forms on the Peyto Glacier
outwash plain, Alberta, Canada ( h m Allen, 1982, Fig. 10.4). Flow fiom
right to Ieft.

were formed by vortices operathg parallel to flow. Horseshoe and impinging vortices
caused erosion of crescentic scours, lateral fbrrows and s-foms (e-g., Shaw, 1994a).

Thus, the occurrence of flutings on hansverse bedforms is expected. Scoured bedrock
and bouider lags are also explained by the passage of meltwater across the subglacial
surface.

Conclusions
Transverse ridges on the preglacial divide, and their association with other
subglacial landforms in the region, opens an interesthg debate on the origin of these
feanires. Two hypotheses are presented which in extreme cases involve, 1) glaciotectonic
processes, or, 2) fluvial processes. As well, modification of glaciotectonic ridges by
subglacial meltwater fiows may produce the noted features. The transverse ridges may
also be interpreted antidunes formed beneath stationary waves propagating along density
interfaces in subglacial meltwater flows.
Detailed investigations of subglacial landforms in southeast Alberta have
concluded that the landscape is predominately erosional with landforms being products of
erosion by turbulent, sediment-laden meltwater (Chapter 2). The present chapter has
discussed the relationship between the transverse bedforms, mapped previously as
glaciotectonic ridges (Westgate, 1968; Shetsen, 1987), and other erosionai, subglacial
landforms. Further subsurface investigations of the transverse ridges will allow more
detailed conclusions to be made as to the origin of the landfoms.

This study has shown that meltwater erosion was also an important process for the
development of transverse bedfoms in the study area. Subglacial meltwater erosion
modified glaciotectonic ndges, producing tnmcated ridge forms and associated
landforms.

Alternatively, stationary waves may have developed within subglacial

meltwater flows because of discontinuities on the bed and density interfaces within the
flow. Such intemal waves may f o m antidunes that are identical to those produced in
normal fluvial environments (Yalin, 1972; Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977; Allen, 2982).
Previously identified as glaciotectonic foms, the transverse ridges of the study area may

be better uiterpreted as antidunes. Similar conclusions rnight be obtained by m e r
-dies

of other transverse ridge forms in Alberta where evidence for large subglacial

meltwater flows is documented (e-g., Rains et al., 1993).
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CHAPTER 4: ONE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC MODELLING OF
SUBGLACIAL TUNNEL CHANNELS

Introduction
Whereas some workers have amibuteci similar landforms to formation by bed
deformation processes (e.g., Boulton, 1979, 1987; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1979; Hart,
1995% 1997), subglacial landforni assemblages in Alberta and elsewhere in Canada have
been dternatively explained by subglacial meltwater erosion and deposition (e-g., Shaw,
1983, 1996). Much of the subglacial geomorphology of southeast Alberta is best
explained by regional-scale erosion by turbulent, subglacial meltwater flows (see
Chapten 2 and 3). In this area, a broad, sheet flow subsequently became concentrated
into channels. The flows envisaged in this paper for southeast Alberta fit well with those
proposed for the Livingstone Lake flood event (e.g., Rains et al., 1993).

Similar

conclusions obtained fiom observations on subglacial landform assemblages elsewhere in
Alberta support the proposal that landscapes covering vast areas of Canada record a
single flow event beneath the western part of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (e.g., Shaw and

Kvill, 1984; Shaw et al., 1989; Rains et al., 1993; Sjogren and Rains, 1995; Munro and
Shaw, 1997). It should be noted that this event involved different flow geomerries and
directions at various stages in its evolution.

The next logical step in the development of the meltwater hypothesis is to mode1
the flow characteristics that may have created the observed subglacial landscapes. Field
evidence and simple physical reasoning provide estimates of flow magnitude, velocity
and duration, indicating enormous volumes of water (-10' km)) and highly turbulent
flows (e.g., Shaw and Kvill, 1984; Shaw, 1994% 1996). As well, these studies conclude
that the subglacial flows were unsteady and non-uniform. However, three-dimensional
modelling of unsteady, turbulent sheet flow is complex and has not been successfùlly
undertaken.
Subglacial drainage has been traditionally modelled for steady-state conditions
(e.g., Rathlisberger, 1972; Shreve, 1972; Nye, 1976; Clarke, 1996). Theory shows that,

over a hard bed, subglacial meltwater may be aansported in conduits (e-g., Rothlisberger,
1972; Shreve, 1972; Nye, 1976; Clarke, 1996), sheets (Nye, 1976). or ui a linked cavity
systern (e.g., Lliboutry, 1969; Walder and Hallet, 1979). By contrast, Walder and Fowler
(1994) concluded that, over a deforming bed, w a t a is transported in broad, shallow
canals at the ice-till interface. Water flow beneath glaciers is controlled mainly by the ice
surface slope except where these slopes are very low (Shreve, 1972). Observations and
theory locate conduits dong valley Boon and at low points across divides.
The cross-sectional fonn of subglacial conduits is controlled by the rate of
melting of the sunounding ice, due to viscous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and
conduction of heat fiom relatively warm water (Clarke, 1996), and the rate of ice closure,
due to the pressure of the overlying ice (Rothlisberger, 1972). The water pressure in
subglacial conduits under steady-state is inversely related to discharge (e.g.,
Rothlisberger, 1972; Shreve, 1972; Clarke, 1996), such that large channels gow at the
expense of smaller ones to produce an arborescent network dominated by a few trunk
conduits (Shreve, 1972).

In cornparison, flow through a linked cavity system is said to be related to an
uneven bed, where burnps generate lee-side cavities that become storage locations for
subglacial m e h a t e r (e-g., Liiboutry, 1969; Walder and Halle?, 1979). Since cavities are
linked by narrow R-channels and N-channels where flow accelerates, meltwater has a
higher residence tirne in cavities. Complex charme1 cavity networks involve strong,
cross-glacier flow components.

Unlike subglacial conduits, water pressure is

proportional to discharge where a large number of small channels form a stable
configuration across a large area of the glacier bed (Lliboutry, 1969). The sliding
velocity of the overlying ice depends critically on the w a t a pressure in linked cavities
(Paterson, 1994).
Kamb (1987) suggested a link between conduit and linked cavity drainage at the
onset of swging. From observations at Variegated Glacier, Alaska, he concluded that the
transition fkom normal conduit drainage to a linked cavity system increases basal water

pressure and causes rapid sliding (Kamb, 1987). Thus, surges may be initiated. The type
of subglacial drainage appears to be fiindamental to the behaviour of alpine glaciers.
A sofi subsûate adds m e r complications to the meltwater system. Wdder and

Fowla (1994) modelled meltwater flow within a deforming substrate and concluded that,
where transport through the sediment is inniacient to remove dl available meltwater,

water may flow dong the ice-till interface. In this situation, ice creep fkom the roof and
till creep fiom the sides and bottom are balanced by water and sediment transport. They
concluded that discrete, broad, shallow canals form the stable drainage configuration at
the icedeforming bed interface. In this system, water pressure is directly proportional to
discharge in the canals (Walder and Fowler, 1994). Canal drainage is only stable where
ice surface slopes are low. Walder and Fowler (1994) also concluded that eskers only
develop on hard beds, where flow is carried in a conduit system. Field observations of
eskers on soft beds contradict this conclusion (e.g., Munro and Shaw, 1997).
These models of subglacial drainage systems are not suitable analogues for the
unsteady, highly turbulent flows inferred fiom field evidence beneath the Laurentide Ice
Sheet in southeast Alberta, where sheet flow evolved to conduit flow. The Laurentide
meltwater flows were catastrophic, i.e., hi& magnitude, short duration events. Modelling
of the subglacial hydraulic conditions of catastrophic outburst events is likely to be very

difficult and has not yet been undertaken in detail. However, the feasibility of subglacial
lakes and the theoretical responses of ice sheets to outburst floods has been analysed by
Shoemaker (199 1, l992a, b, 1994) and Szilder et al., (submitted).
Shoemaker (1991) postulated a large subglacial lake in the Hudson Bay basin
during the early stages of the Late Wisconsinan glaciation. ïhere might have been other

subglacial lakes beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet where non-glacial and proglacial lakes
preceded ice advance. Many Laurentide Ice Sheet lobes are inferred to have been of low
relief (Mathews, 1974; Beget, 1986), and Shoernaker (1992% b) attributed them to
episodic subglacial floods h m sub-ice sheet reservoirs. Othen attribute low-relief lobes
to steady-state bed deformation (Boulton, 1987; Boulton and Clark, 1990b; Boyce and
Eyles, 1991; Walder, 1994).

Subglacid outburst floods are, by definition, highly transient flows requiring an
antecedent reservoir. Although Walder (1982) has shown that water sheet £iows are
inherentiy unstable, the turbulent nature of subglacial sheet flows permits a quasi-stable
state for a longer period than sheet flows occurring in iaminar flow (Shoemaker, 1992%
1994). More importantly, most geomorphic work by ninning water is accomplished

under transient peak fiows. The effects of outburst floods on ice sheet dynamics and
morphology have not yet been considered in ice sheet models, aithough, if they occurred,
they would have had dramatic consequences for ice sheet form and process.
A highly simplified model of subglacial meltwater flow is presented here.

Existing hydraulic network models of pressurised flow are adapted to quanti@ the flow
characteristics through tunnel channels in the study area (e.g., Jeppson, 1976 ; Watters.
1984). Tunnel channels are treated as pipes (Le., pressurised conduits) for which the flow

characteristics through the conduit network are determined. This modelling depends on
three assumptions: 1) The subglacial landforrn assemblage in southeast Alberta is rnainly

the product of meltwater erosion beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet; 2) The tunnel channels

record erosion by subglacial, catastrophic, channelised meltwater floods in this area; and,
3) The tunnel channels canied peak flows without overbank flooding.

This application of engineering principles provides flow estimates that are based
on hydraulics and are independent of prior concepts of ice sheet dynamics. Hence,
cornparison of model results with inferences fiom geomorphic evidence is a test of the
meltwater hypothesis.

Fhid flow in a pressurised system

A one-dimensional, steady flow analysis of the tunnel channel network crossing
the preglacial divide is used to estimate former flow characteristics. The main aim of this

mode1 is to investigate the conditions under which flow would be driven through
channels with convex-up long profiles. Overlying ice exerts pressure on the subglacial
meltwater and, hence, providing there is sufficient head, water may flow uphill. Since the
difficulties of modelling Mly turbulent subglacial flow make detailed three-dimensional

modeiling impractical, a highly simplified, one-dimensional, conduit analysis is a more
redistic starting point for a quantitative evaluation of subglacial meltwater flows.
Subglacial rneltwater flow is govemed by the fundamental principles of
consmation of mas, momentun and energy (e.g., Rijthlisberger, 1972;Clarke, 1996).
Solutions are usudly obtained using a combination of conservation of mass and either
rnomentum or energy conservation.

Conservation of energy is used here as the

unquantifiable forces in the system make the application of rnomentum conservation
intractable.

î h e continuity equaîion describes the conservation of mass. The mass flux (flow
of mass per unit time, kg$') is aven by:

where G is the mass flux, p is fluid density (kgm"), A is cross-sechonal area (m'), and V

is the average velocity of the flow (ms-').The volumetnc 80w rate (Q, m'si) is
expressed as:

The mass flues at two sections in the fiow are equal when the flow is steady:

Where fluids are incompressible, i.e. density does not change with pressure, Equation 4.4
can be expressed as:

Energy in the fluid is nom 3 sources: 1) kinetic, which results from motion, 2)
potential relating to elevation above a datum, and 3) potential relating to the pressure of
overlying Buid. Thus, the total energy per unit mass of fluid (kg-')
is expressed as:

E = g z + p/p + V2/2
(energyhnit mas) = elevation + pressure + kinetic

in hydraulic applications, the total energy per unit mass is more commonly
expressed in ternis of energy per unit weight (metres), with each component of total
energy known as the elevation head, pressure head and velocity head. The equation for
energy conservation between two sections dong a one-dimensional conduit is given by:

where z is the elevation of the fluid above a danun, p is the pressure of the fluid, V is the
average velocity of the fluid, g is the acceleration due to gravity, y is the specific weight
of the fluid, and hl is head Ioss (EL/g) between sections which arises fkorn friction. We

c m M e r simpliQ Equation 4.8 by defhng the total head, H, as:

Equation 4.9 then becomes:

The energy los? to other sources (e.g., heat) behueen two sections of flow, the
head loss, h,, is caused by fictional resistance to the tlow. If head losses are greater than
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the head at the downstream point, then flow through the system is retarde4 as al1
available energy is 10% to friction.
Head losses are calcdated using:

where L is the length of the conduit (m) between sections 1 and 2, and S, is the dope of
the energy grade line d e h e d as:

where n is the conduit resistance (Manning's roughness coefficient) and R is the
hydraulic radius (equal to the flow area divided by the conduit perimeter).

Substituting S ,

Mode1 configuration
Using the above physical principles, a model for the discharge distribution within
a network of one-dimensional conduits, each carrying a steady, incompressible, and fülly

turbulent flow, is applied. The pipe network considered here consists of six channels
linked by four nodes (Figs. 4-1, 4-2). Each channel is represented in the model by a
conduit segment with nodes, or junctions, connecting these segments. Topographic
information fiom 150 000 maps of the study area characterises the geometry of each

Figure 4-1. Hili-shaded DEM showing tunnel channel network in southeast Alberta chosen
for one-dimensional hydraulic model, with the locations of sites in Table 4-5 also marked.

Figure 4-2. Sirnplified network of charnels and nodes used in model
configuration for one-dimensional hydrauiic flow model showing flow
directions. Not to scale.
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conduit segment. Channel lengths, widths, depths and side slopes give the dimensions of
trapezoidal pipes representing the channels during subglacial meltwater flow (Fig. 4-3).
Table 4-1gives the channel geometry as obtained fiom topographic maps. Subglacial
conduit fom is highly sensitive to pressure fluctuations and rates of ice melting (e.g.,
Rothlisberger, 1972; Clarke, 1996). However, these effects are not considered here.

In addition to channel geometry, the model requires the location of each node in
the network together with its bed elevation. These nodes connect channels and involve
either flow divergence or convergence. An estimate of channel roughness (Manning's

roughness coefficient, n) is required to detennine head losses in each conduit and channel
long profiles, which a u e n c e elevation

(2)

in Equation 4.9, are required to obtain

topographic slope, and facilitate cornparison with the slope of the energy grade line. For
the problem to be properly posed, one must specify the head at the upstream end of the

network (the inlet node), since this provides the driving force for the systern which can

only cany flow if there is sufficient energy to carry rneltwater through the convex-up
channels. Also, one must speci@ the outflow discharge leaving the network system. The
remaining unknowns are the proportion of the total flow canied by each individual
conduit, Q,,
and the total head at each of node, H,. There are six conduits and three
remaining nodes in the tunnel channel system (Fig. 4-2), so a total of nine equations are
required to solve the system.

Channel

1

2
3
4
5

6

Length
(m)

Width

37033.9
13226.4
27956.0
16879.0
13186.8
3428.6

2822 110.4
8773.6 65.0
6329.7 45.5
2274.7 32.8
5608.7 17.5
7041.8 41.25

(m)

Depth
i(m)

Gradient

Area

perimeter
(m)
387158.7 4196.97
648732.8 13258.27
384713.5 10769.61
104915.5 4123.96
7667.84
116167.1
390566.9 1 1895.48
(m2)

O.163
0.029
0.02
0.036
0.017
0.017

Wetîed

Hydraulic
radius (m)

92.25
48.93
35.72
25.44
15.15
32.83

Table 4-1. Geometry of pipes used to configure model as obtained fiom 15 0 000
topographic maps.
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Figure 4-3. Generdised cross-sections ofcharnels 1 to 6 used in mode1 configuration.
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Equatiom of mass conservation were wrinni for each node in the system (Table

4-2) and conservation of energy equations were written for each individual conduit (Table
4-3). The continuity equation at node [l], the inlet node, is redundant in the analysis

since the hydraulic head at this node is specified as a boundary condition. The resulting
system of nine non-linear equations with nine unlaiowns was solved simultaneously

using the TKSolver+ software package, which used a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme
for solving systems of non-linear equations, based on seeded values (initial guesses) of
the non-hear variables (e.g., discharge). Since the Newton-Raphson method converges
rapidly on a solution it is widely used to solve non-iinear, simultaneous algebraic

equations (Jeppson, 1976).

NODE

EQUA'ITON

ri]

-91 + Q I

+Qz+Q,=O

Table 4-2. Equations for conservation of m a s used to detemine hydraulic head at nodes
1 to 4.

1 CHANNEL 1 EQUATION
(3)

H,= H,+ h,

(4)

H,=H,+h,

(5)

H, = H,+ h,,

(6)

H,= H,+ h,,

Table 4-3. Equations for conservation of energy used to determine flow parameten in
each charnel.

Mode1 application

The upstream bomdary condition, hydraulic heaà, is controlled by ice thickness
(Paterson, 1994):

where pi is overburden pressure of ice, pi is the density of ice (900 kgm"), g is the
acceleration due to gravity (9.81 ms"), and h is ice thickness (m). Where subglacial
water pressure quais ice overburden pressure, the ice will 'float' off its bed (e.g., Shreve,
1972). This occurs under sheet fiow conditions and is the precursor stage to the

channelised stage being modelled here. Thus, the upper lirnit for hydraulic head at node
[l] occurs when subglacial water pressure equals ice overburden pressure.

The outflow discharge (q,) is the second specified boundary condition. The
outflow discharge specified for this model was estimated from previous work on flow
geometry and velocity (see Chapter 2). Thus, antecedent sheet flows are estimated to
have been 80 km wide, 10-60 metres deep with mean velocities of 5 ms-'. These

1 m3s". Thus, outflow
estimates give a range of discharge between 4x1O6 m3s-'and 2 . 4 ~o7
discharge was set at 10' m3i' to obtain order of magnitude estimates of other flow
parametee. The Newton-Raphson method requires that an initial guess be specified for
the non-linear variables. Model trials with discharge 'guesses' for channels 1, 3, and 6
best facilitated model convergence.

Model error may result fiom measurement inaccuracies in the topographie data
used to configure the model. Also, uncertainties in ice thickness above the preglacial

divide cause uncertainty in calculations of maximum head at the upstrearn node in the
network. An ice thickness of 500 m was used in al1 calculations. This accords with
conclusions that the highest parts of the nearby Cypress Hills were unglaciated during the

Late Wisconsinan where ice reached a maximum elevation of 1375 m (Stalker, 1965) to
1450 m (Catto, 1983).

A number of computational experiments using the above configuration

investigated the sensitivity of head loss and discharge to charnel roughness.
1O8

The

minimum head required to dnve flow through the channels and the discharge, velocity
and Reynolds Numbers of flow in each segment were estirnated. The computational

mode! results are compared to estimates of flow calculated fkom field evidence (e.g.,
flutings, boulder lags, transverse ridges). Finally, cornparisons of the computational

results with 80w dimensions for the Livingstone Lake event are made.

Resulîs
Velocity and discharge are related to channel roughness as detemiùied by the

Manning equation:

where V is average velocity (ms-'), R is the hydraulic radius (m), S is channel gradient

and n is the Manning roughness coefficient. The Chezy equation also expresses flow

velocity as a function of channel roughness:

where C is the Chezy roughness coefficient, V is average velocity (ms"), R is hydraulic
radius (m) and S is channel slope.

Ln this paper, roughness is expressed using the

Manning coefficient.
The sensitivity of channel discharge, velocity and Reynolds Number to the choice
of roughness value was investigated for a total discharge of 10' m3s*',and an upsaearn

hydraulic head of 1359 rn (fiom Equation 4-15), Le., water pressure is equated to ice
overburden pressure. Flows with Manning roughness coefficients of 0.03,0.04, and 0.05
were modelled. These values encompass the hl1 range of reasonable values for the
conduit system.

Results show that discharge, velocity and Reynolds Number are

insensitive to channel roughness (Fig. 4-4). This insensitivity is typical for large channels
with low relative roughness, where hydraulic radius is much greater than roughness

Enect of roughness on chanael discharge

Enect of mughness on chnnel velocity

1

2

3

4

5

6

Channel

Figure 4-4. Effect ofchannel roughnesson discharge, velocity and Reynolds
Num ber.

height (Knighton, 1984). Where relative roughness in a channel is low, the retarding
effect of roughness on velocity, and, hence, discharge and Reynolds Nurnber is also
relatively low.

By contrast, hydraulic head at each node in the system and head losses throughout
the channels are sensitive to changes in channel roughness (Fig. 4-5).

As roughness

increases, head losses increase and the hydraulic head at nodes 2 to 4 decreases. Note,
that the hydraulic head at node [l] is a fixed boundary condition. An increase in channel
roughness results in an increase in the amount of energy lost to fiction. Hence, the
hydraulic head at each node is reduced. Thus, an increase in channel roughness reduces
the energy available to drive flow through the charme1 system.
Given the effects of roughness on flow parameters, the conditions for full pipe
flow in the channel network were investigated. During a subglacial outburst flood,
hydraulic head is initially high in areas of sheet flow where ice is decoupled fiom the bed.

Continued drainage hansfen part of the overburden pressure to the bed and pressure may
faIl rapidly in large channels (e.g., Rothlisberger, 1972; Nye, 1976). Thus, as the ice
becomes pimed at vanous locations, and m e h a t e r drainage continues, the hydraulic
head falls.

Flow through the convex-up tunnel channels would have ceased when

hydraulic head reached a cntical value. This is likely where hydraulic head is lower than
the bed elevation at the highest point in the channels.

Models of Lost River (channels 2 and 6) and Sage Creek (channels 3 and 5)
illustrate the necessary conditions for flow. Outflow discharge was fixed at 10' m's-' and
channel roughness set at 0.03 during these experiments. Hydraulic head in each channel
was calculated and the slope of the energy grade line plotted against bed topography

(Figs. 4-6,4-7). Flow begins when the energy grade line is at the highest elevation along
the channel and continues as head increases above this critical value.

The highest point along the Lost River channel is 900 m asl at about 10.2 km
from its origin (Fig. 4-6). Modelling with upstream hydraulic heads of 900

- 930 m

indicate that flow is initiated when the upstream hydraulic head is qua1 to 910 m.

Similar mode1 runs,with values for upstream heads of 910 m to 960 m, were conducted
for the Sage Creek channel which has a maximum elevation of 945 m as1 occurring at
III

Mect of rooghness on head loss

Figure 4-5. Effect of channel roughness on hyârauiic head and head losses.
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approximately 16 km downstream. In this channel, flow is initiated when the upswam
hydradic head is 950 m (Fig. 4-7). Thus, the required head for flow in the Sage Creek
channe1 is about 40 m higher than that required for ffow through the Lost River channel.
These resuits show that the Sage Creek chamel operated when the hydraulic head
was between 1359 m and 950 m. In cornparison, the Lost River channel operated until
hydraulic head dropped below 910 m. Consequently, fiow duration for the Lost River
channel was longer than that for Sage Creek. Cross-sections of the Lost River and Sage

Creek channels indicate that the former is larger than Sage Creek (Fig. 4-3) and model
calculations give much higher values for discharge and velocity in this channel (Table 44).

Discharge (m3s-')

1

Lost River
Sage Creek
Table 4-4.
channels.

I

1

5 . 4 1~O6
5.9x105

Velocity (ms*')
I

1

10.42
2.85

Average channel discharge and velocity for Lost River and Sage Creek

Erosion and sediment transport rates are related to discharge:

where j typically lies in the range of 1.5 to 3 (Knighton, 1984, p. 68). Therefore, if the
Lost River channel carried a greater discharge for a longer duration than Sage Creek, the
relative size of the channels is well explained.
Given the hydradic head required to drive flow through the system, modelling
using fixed values for outfiow discharge provides fiuther information on system

behaviour. The model was r u for total discharges between 10 m3s" and 10~rn's-',at
order of magnitude intervals, and the head loss in each channel and total head at each
node were calculated (Figs. 4-8,4-9).

1

For total discharges between 10 and 10' m3s-', (hydr;iuiic head fixed at 950 m),
head losses in each channel are negligible (Fig. 4-8). The hydraulic head at each node
remains at, or close, to the hydraulic head of node [11(Fig. 4-9). For discharges in excess
of 105 m3s-', head losses become more significant and hydraulic head at each node
d~wnstreamof node 1 starts to decline. When the discharge exceeds 10' m3s", head
losses become highly significant and hydraulic head decreases dramatically. Thus, for
discharges in excess of 107m3s-', flow through the channels generates excessive head loss
resdting fkom fictional resistance in the channels.

This would suggest that the

maximum stable discharge of the tunnel channel network across the preglacial divide was
limited to about 1o7 m3s". For higher discharges, the steep hydraulic gradients in some

segments implies network instability. This may remit in the channels eroding much
faster than at lower discharges or may indicate flow exceeding the channels and spilling
onto the interfiuves, as required by mass conservation in the system. Altematively. flow
through the network may stop or at least be significantly reduced. Unfortunately, these
conditions cannot be modelled by this one-dimensional analysis.

The one-dimensional, pipe network analysis used to modei flow in the tunnel
channel network in southeast Alberta, gives the flow parameters required for subglacial
meltwater 80w. Hydraulic heads must have been greater than 910 m for Lost River and
950 m for Sage Creek for meltwater flow through the tunnel channel network. The

maximum value for the input head is fixed at 1359 m, as detemined from ice thickness
over the region. Flows were capable of travershg the topographic high points for each
channel thalweg. The tunnel channel network cannot carry flows that exceed 10' m3s-'
because of dramatic increases in head loss at higher discharges and the resulting network
instability.
Given the concave-up long profile of Mik River, flow will occur under any
imposed hydraulic head. However, the Milk River dissects the preglacial divide which
requires a pressurised fiow for channel initiation and development. This paper addresses
tunnel channel flow following formation. Following the establishment of a concave
profile, the Milk River probably operated as a permanent subglacial conduit and later as a
proglacial spillway.

Efllect of disebarge on head b s s

Discharge (m3n")

Figure 4-8. Effect of discharge on head losses in channels 1 to 6.

1

Effect of discbPrrgc on hydraulic head

!I
1

Figure 4-9. Effect ofdischarge on hydrauiic head at nodes 2 to 4.

Cornparison of mode1 resolts with flow parameters determineci from independent
evidence.
The flow parameters quired for meltwater flow through the tunnel channel
network are now compared with estimates of flow based on independent evidence.
Transverse bedforms, boulder lags and flutes may be used to estimate velocities,
Reynolds Numbers and Froude Numbers. Many of the landfoxms in southeast Alberta are
inferred to have formed under sheet flows prior to channel formation. Under these
conditions, flow depths were reduced and channel widths and roughness increased. This
analysis is concemed only with showing an order of magnitude sirnilady between tunnel
channel flows and the sheet flows required for landform development.

The origin of transverse ridga superimposed on the pregiacial divide is discussed
in Chapter 3. In this chapter, it is assumed that these ridges are emsional antidunes
formed beneath stationary waves in subglacial meltwater flows. Kennedy (1963) derived
a simple relationship between mean flow velocity (V) and minimum wavelength (ri) for
antidunes under open channel flow:

From Chapter 3 we have determined that the densiometric Froude Number (Frb is

required for subglacial meltwater flows. Therefore, Equation 4.19 can be rearranged to
give:

where A is ndge wavelength (rn), d is flow depth (m), pd is the density of the
hyperconcentrated layer (1400 kgm"), p, is the density of the less dense layer (1 100

kgm"), and g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 1 r n ~ ' ~ ) .Equation 4.20 can be
summarked as:

Arranging Equation 4.20 to solve for mean flow velocity during ridge formation results
in:

Minimum wavelengths (A) were measured for transverse ridges at three locations
across the preglacial divide (Table 4-5). These results show that ridges with larger
wavelengths and amplitudes were formed under higher velocities than smaller, more
closely-spaced ridges. Shaw and Kellerhals (1 977) pmduced antidunes where Froude
Numbers (v/(dg)lC) are greater than 0.82, and where d is the average flow depth (m).
Flow velocities calculated nom ndge wavelength h p l y densiometric Froude Numben

(Equation 3.1) greater than 4.3 where depth is estimated at 15 m as determined from
cross-sections across the preglaciai divide used to estirnate sheet flow magnitude.

1
Location A
Location B
Location C

Wavelength (m)

1

Velocity (ms")

Densiometric
Froude Number

13.1
21.3
23.4

4.3
11.4
13.8

405
1080
1300

Table 4-5. Wavelength, velocity and densiometric Froude Numben calculated for
transverse bedforms on the preglacial divide.
Location A is in the vicinity of Sage Creek and locations B and C are close to Lost
River (Fig. 4-1). If these transverse ridges were fomed by sheet flow, concentration of
fiow into channels would have lead to tunnel channe1 incision. Thus, we can compare

velocities determined from transverse ndges with mean velocities in the tunnel channels.
Velocity in Lost River is 10.42 md, while in Sage Creek it is 2.85 ms-'.A sirnilar
magnitude between velocity estimates is observed.

1

Boulder lags provide proxy evidence for flow velocities. Using the relationship
between velocity and grain size of Shamara (from Costa, 1984; Maizels, 1989), the
velocity required to transport clam is aven by:

where V is mean velocity (ms-'), d is flow depth measwd at half of the tunnel channel

depth (m) and D is the diarneter of the boulders (m). Boulders resting on an erosional
surface are found in both tunnel channels and on the scoured interfluves. Hence, they are
related to both sheet and channelised flow. These boulden range f?om 0.2 m to 2.5 m in
diameter. Channel velocities required to entrain these clasts are given in Table 4-6.
Estimated fiows in channels 1 was competent to transport clasts > 2.5 m in
diarneter. Flow in dl channels, except 3, were competent to transport clasts > 0.2 m in
diameter. Larger clasts were left on the surface forming boulder lags while the h e r
material, mainly silt and sand was eroded and transported.

1

1
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 6

Minimum velocity 1 Maximum velocitf
Mean velocity
(from modeI)(ms*') for D = 0.2 m (ms-') for D = 2.5 m (ms-')
10.3
7.0
0.54
3.7
5 -2
13.8

3.7
3.4
3-2
3.O
2.7
3.1

8.4

7.7
7.3
6.9
6.2
7.1

Table 4-6. Mean velocities required to transport surface boulden.
As pressure heads decreased with grounding of ice and resmoir drainage, flows in
channels were suddenly halted as glacier ice pressure resealed outlets. Flows would
become incompetent of transporthg the sediment load and most sediment in transport
would be deposited. Hence, a variety of clast sizes will have been left on the erosion

d a c e . Some of these clasts originated as boulder lags (c.f., Munro and Shaw, 1997)

while others were probably deposited by late-stage flows. The smallest fiaction of

sediment, namely sands through clays, are not observed on the surface.
Allen (1982) and Shaw (1994a) suggested that erosion by horseshoe vortices in

turbulent flow muires Reynolds Numbers > 104. Flutings and other s-forms have been
attributed to erosion by horseshoe and other vortices in fluid flows (Sharpe and Shaw,
1989; Kor et al., 1991;Shaw, 1994a). Flutings cross the preglacial divide, and are dso

observed in m e 1 channels (particularly the Lost River channel), and are interpreted as
products of subglacial meltwater erosion (see Chapter 2).

These landforms imply

Reynolds Numbers > IO4. Model results show that this Reynolds Number is achieved
when discharges exceed 1@ m3s-' (Table 4-7). For the Butes in Lost River channel,

discharges of IO4 m3s-'were required.

1

1
Discharge

Channel

Channel

1 REYNOLDS 1
1
NUMBERS 1
Channel 3 1 Channel

1
Channel

Channel

Table 4-7. Reynolds Numbers with changing discharge.
Discussion and conclusions

The computational mode1 results compare well with estimates for flow parameters
obtained fÏom field evidence. Thus, a highly sirnplified, one-dimensional pipe flow
analysis successfully models flow through the tunnel channel network in the study area
Estimates of discharge based on field evidence at Livingstone Lake in northern
Saskatchewan are about 10' m3s-' (Shaw and Kvill, 1984; Shaw, 1996). ï h e Livingstone

Lake path extends across southeast Alberta and the discharges in the southem pan of the
flood include outflow of stored water downstream from Livingstone Lake ( M u m and
Shaw, 1997; Munro-Stasiuk, submitted). Cornparisons of flood magnitude with results

nom this one-dimensional mode1 provide a fiirther test of both the mode1 and the flow
estimates proposed for the Livingstone Lake flood event.
The Livingstone Lake dnimlui field presents a coherent set of l d o m s inferred
to have formed contemporaneously by subglacial sheet flows (e.g., Shaw and Kvill, 1984;
Shaw et ai., 1989). Estimates based on field evidence are: depths of 20 - 40 m, velocities

in the range of 2

-

20 ms", and discharges between 0.6~10' d s - ' and 6x1O' m3s".

Modelhg of tunnel channels in southeast Alberta shows that channels couid carry
discharges of up to 1o7 m3s-' . Discharges in excess of this value would probably cause
overbank conditions in segments with relatively low hydraulic gradients. Maximum
discharges estimated for southeast Alberta are comparable with flows estirnated for the
Livingstone Lake event.
Subglacial floods inferred hfield evidence at Georgian Bay, Ontario (Kor et
a l , 199 1) involve similar flood magnitudes to those in southeast Alberta. The bedrock

erosional marks in the Georgian Bay area are estimated to have formed in flows at least
70 lan wide with depths of approximately 10 m and velocities between 5 and 10 ms-'.

Discharges were estimated at 0.4-0.7~10' m3s-'. This compares closely with estimates for
catastrophic subglacial flood discharges of 0.6-6x 1O' m's-' for Livingstone Lake (Shaw et
al.. 1989);proglacial outbunts fiom Glacial Lake Missoula at 2 . 1 3 ~10' m3s-lforming the

Channeled Scabland (Baker, 1978); and proglacial flooding responsible for the Sable
Island tunnel valleys on the Scotian Shelf at 0.45~10'm3s'l (Boyd et al., 1988). Thus, the
magnitude of subglacial floods responsible for erosion in the study area is consistent with
subglacial and proglacial catastrophic floods investigated elsewhere, showing that large
magnitude floods are recorded in other environments.

One-dimensional rnodelling of the proposed subglacial flows shows that
meltwater could be driven through the tunnel channel system for hydrauiic heads between
1359 m and 910 m. Tunnel channels were capable of carrying discharges of up to 1x10'
m3s-'. Topographic diffmnces between Lost River and Sage Creek imply that the Lost

River operated at hydraulic heads lower than Sage Creek and was in operation for a
longer period. Discharges were also larger in the Lost River which would account for
greater erosion producing a relatively large channel.
This one-dimemional model is independent of the dynamics of the overlying
Laurentide ice except in the detennination of the hydraulic head at the upstream end of
the system.

The consistency of model results and field-based estimates of flow

parameters suggests that the ice was relatively passive during flood duration, although
melting by fnctional heating and eventuai channel closure by plastic flow may have
occurred.
The preservation of a pnstine subglacial landscape suggests that recoupling of the
ice with the bed was not accompanied by active glacier movement (cf., Bremand and
Shaw, 1994; M m and Shaw, 1997). Shaw (1996) has postulated that subglacial floods
may have been associated with a low gradient ice sheet incapable of significant fiow
because the driving forces were too smdl (c.f., Paterson, 1994). This view is supported
in southeast Alberta where there is little evidence for ice movement following the

fornation of subglacial bedforms, except for the development of minor arcuate ridges
around Pakowki Lake (Shetsen, 1987). Also, the passage of subglacial floods through the
area would have removed large quantities of subglacial sediment fiozen into the ice,

leaving clean basal ice. This flushing of englacial debris may explain the absence of
supraglacial sediment sequences on the subglacial landscape (see Chapter 2).
Thus, it is concluded fiom one-dimensional rnodelling that subglacial meltwater
flows are phpically feasible and can account for tunnel charnels given reasonable

estimates of Laurentide ice sheet thickness over the study area. Flow magnitudes are
consistent with other estimates and show the plausibility of turbulent flows beneath the
Laurentide Ice sheet. Finally, this simplified model gives the meltwater hypothesis a
quantitative credibility by which the viability of these flows is established.
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION GND CONCLUSIONS
An area of southeast Alberta is investigated to determine the origin of its complex
subglacial landscape.

Theones of subglacial landfoxm genesis are evaluated using

morphological and sedimentological evidence. The main competing hypotheses are the

bed deformation hypothesis (e-g., Boulton, 1979, 1987; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987;

Hart and Boulton, 1991; Hart, 1995% 1997) and the meltwater hypothesis (e.g., Shaw,
1983, 1996; Shaw et al.. 1989; Rains et aL, 1993). Following the conclusion that
subglacial rneltwater processes were highly significant to landform genesis. a onedimensional hydraulic mode1 is presented to quanti@ the flow conditions in the observed
nuinel channel network. A summary of the main conclusions and their implications for
Laurentide subglacial processes and broader theoretical considerations are presented.
The subglacial geomorphology of southeast Alberta consists of a complex
landform assemblage. This landscape comprises scoured bedrock tracts, flutes, s-forms.
boulder lags, tunnel channels and transverse ridges d l of which belong to a
predominately erosional landscape. Earlier studies in the region by Westgate (1968) and
Kulig (1 996) identified a depositional landscape characterised by ice-stagnation moraine
and till deposition, produced by glacial and deglacial processes, and relating to multiple

glacial events in southeast Alberta.

This study identifies a contrasting subglacial

landscape that required different processes for landform genesis than those advocated by
Westgate (1968) and Kulig (1996).
The main conclusions regarding the origin of subglacial landfoms in southeast
Alberta are as follows:
1. The Laurentide Ice Sheet advanced once into southeast Alberta, during the

Late Wisconsinan glaciation (e-g., Christiansen and Sauer, 1988; Liverman et
al.. 1989; Young et al.. 1994; Jackson et al., 1996), and was responsible for

glacigenic erosion and deposition and glaciotectonic defoxmation of the
underlying bedrock on the preglacial divide at this tirne. Parts of the Cypress

Hills and the Sweet Grass Hills were nunataks during the Late Wisconshm
glacial "maximum".

Outbursts of meltwater, initiaily stored subglacially and/or supraglacially,
flowed beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet some time between 18 ka and 14 ka

BP and crossed southeast Alberta over durations of days to weeks.
Scoured bedrock tracts, flutings, s-forms, transverse bedforms and boulder
lags were formed by subglacial erosion h m vortices within turbulent, sheet
flows at least 80 km wide and 30 m deep during the outburst event. These
pressurised flows were capable of traversing the preglacial divide.
Subsequent concentration of sheet flows into channels, during waning flows,
produced an anabranching network of tunnel channels with convex-up long
profiles, capable of transporting flood discharges of 1O' m3s-'.
Density interfaces within sediment-rich, subglacial meltwater flows permitted
the development of stationary intemal waves which eroded bedforms on the
preglacial divide. Flow constriction and increased velocities enhanced this
process.

Thus, it is concluded that the transverse ridges situated on the

preglacial divide are antidunes eroded by subglacial flows - a landform type
not previously identified within the glacial literature. Superimposition of
flutings on these ndges suggests that longitudinal and parallel vortices
operated simultaneously within the flow.
One-dimensional hydraulic modelling of tunnel channels in southeast Alberta
detemiines the conditions required for discharge through the channel network.

The network could have camied discharges up

to 10' m3s" beyond which

overbank conditions would predominate. Convex-up long profiles require
pressurised flow. Mode1 results show that Sage Creek would have operated
when hydraulic heads exceeded 950 m and Lost River where heads were
greater than 9 10 m. Flow within tunnel channels was turbulent with Reynolds
numbers exceeding 1O6 during maximum discharges, and flow velocities

ranging firom 0.539 ms" to 13.84 ms" .

Thus, the subglacial landform assemblages in southeast Alberta are best explained
by large-scale erosion by subglacial meltwater floods. The conclusions of this smdy are

consistent with interpretations of subglaciai processes obtained from various lines of
evidence in Alberta (e-g., Shaw and K d l , 1984; Shaw et aL. 1989; Sjogren and R d ,
1995; Grant, 1997; Munro and Shaw, 1997) and elsewhere in Canada (e.g., Sharpe and
Shaw, 1989; Kor et al.. 1991 ;Brennand, 1994; Brermand and Shaw, 1994). In Alberta, a
variety of landforms are interpreted as products of erosion by the Livingstone Lake flood
event and it is concluded that the event envisaged for southeast Alberta is also part of this
event, forming its most southerly extent in the province. Similarly, estimates of flood

magnitude calculated for flows in southeast Alberta are consistent with estimates
obtained elsewhere dong the flood route (e.g., Shaw et al.. 1989; Rains et al.. 1993;
Shaw, 1996). Proglacial, sedimentary evidence for this flood event may exist in the Gulf
of Mexico (Shaw, 2996).
This study has provided M e r evidence in support of large, subglacial meltwater

floods responsible for producing a suite of erosional and depositional subglacial
landfonns. Similar conclusions have been made for subglacial landforms in Ontario and
Quebec (e.g., Sharpe and Shaw, 1989; Kor er aL. 1991; Bremand and Shaw, 1994) and
they may warrant m e r investigations in other glaciated regions of North America,
Fenno-scandia and Great Bntain. Although, these conclusions are at odds with accepted
theory, the growing body of evidence for subglacial meltwater processes is compelling
and worthy of consideration. The implications for the Laurentide Ice Sheet are wide-

Large subglacial floods would have influenced the dynarnics and surface
morphology of the Laurentide Ice Sheet in the Western Plains region. Subglacial lakes
and the passage of subglacial floods would have decreased basal shear stresses in sorne

areas and increased these stresses elsewhere. This reduction of shear stress may cause

rapid increases in ice velocity and may initiate glacier surging (e.g., Shoemaker, 1992%
b). Similar conclusions have been made for the effect of defonnable beds on the stability

of ice sheets (Boulton et al.. 1985; Clayton et al.. 1985, 1989; MacAyeal, 1993b;

Marshall et al., 1996) and it is clear that basal meltwater rnay produce similar effects over

a shorter the-scale. These effects result in low-gradient ice sheets with increased

ablation areas, which are susceptible to accelerated meiting and associated hydraulic
effects.

Thus, if subglacial floods were a significant component of the hydrologicd
regirne of the Laufentide Ice Sheet, then theu impacts on glacier dynamics and
morphology should be investigated. Similarly, the possible occurrence of subglacial
lakes beneath the Laurentide Ice Sheet (e-g., Munro-Stasiuk, submitted) requires specific
subglacial conditions which are not incorporateci into ice sheet models. The subglacial
hydrological regimes of former ice sheets may, therefore, differ £kom the hydrology of
valley glaciers where conduits (Rothlisberger, 1972), linked cavities (Lliboutry, 1969;
Walder and Hallet, 1979) and caaals (WaIder and Fowler, 1994) are the dominant types

of drainage. However, conditions before, during and after floods may well be important
for understanding ice sheet processes, and their incorporation in numencal models may
give more realistic reconstructions of ice extent

and behaviour during the Late

Wisconsinan glaciation.
Therefore, ice sheet models should consider the effects of subglacid outbursts on
the Laurentide Ice Sheet to understand the effect, if any, they may have had on ice sheet
behaviour. Also, glacial geomorphologists and glacial geologists should work aiongside
glaciologists to study past and present ice sheets regarding the processes at work.
Finally, field evidence continues to question existing theories, requiring scientists to

test

and retest dl available ideas in search of a more complete understanding of glacial

processes. Until a hypothesis c m be scientifically refbted, it should remain an alternative
and be tested dongside other accepted principles and theories.
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